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Abstract

Self-Assembly Techniques for Massively Parallel
Packaging of MEMS Devices
Jiandong Fang
Chair of Supervisory Committee:
Professor Karl F. Böhringer
Electrical Engineering
This dissertation investigates applications of self-assembly for massively parallel packaging of ﬂat micro-components, the most common appearance of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) or CMOS chips. Self-assembly assembles micro-components
in parallel without any serial, one-bye-one manipulation of components. To satisfy
various packaging requirements, we have developed and demonstrated four diﬀerent
self-assembly processes: capillary-driven self-organizing parallel assembly (C-SPASS),
semi dry uniquely orienting self-organizing parallel assembly (semi DUO-SPASS),
DUO-SPASS and vertical/horizontal self-organizing parallel assembly (VH-SPASS).
The C-SPASS process assembles micro-components onto liquid covered receptor
sites by minimizing interfacial energies until components align with receptor sites.
We have demonstrated this assembly process by bonding PZT actuators for micro
ﬂuidic pumps (liquid adhesive polymerized for permanent bonding), and these pumps
showed high performance uniformity: a low deviation ∼1.5% for pumping rates at
resonant frequencies.
The semi DUO-SPASS process is based on single-stage shape recognition between
a part’s peg and a receptor site’s hole. Orbital shaking moves parts to be trapped.

Unique in-plane alignment is achieved by minimizing potential energy based on pendulum’s principle (the peg is located oﬀset from the center of mass of the component).
Our demonstrated experiments resulted in ∼99% yields after 3 minutes’ agitation for
2mm square parts.
The DUO-SPASS process relies on two-stage shape recognition between two pegs
on a part and two recessed features in a receptor site. The 1st recognition by a tall
circular peg anchors the part, and the 2nd recognition by a shallow cross peg ﬁxes
the part to a speciﬁc in-plane orientation. Our demonstrated experiments resulted in
∼98% yields for 1mm square parts.
The VH-SPASS process relies on single-stage shape matching and capillary forces.
Driven by vibration, parts are trapped to apertures with an opening only for a vertically standing part. Horizontal and vertical assemblies are respectively achieved with
and without additional capillary torques introduced by steam condensate. Assembly
results showed ∼1% defect rates for 1000 receptor sites on a 4 substrate.
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ACF: Anisotropic conducting ﬁlm.
ANODIC BONDING: A typical process to bond pyrex and silicon using high electric

ﬁelds.
AT:

Alignment template.

BOE: Buﬀered oxide etchant.
CCT: Chip carrier template.

CP:

Circular peg.

CT:

Circular trench.

CW: Carrier wafer.
CVD: Chemical vapor deposition.
DI WATER: De-ionized water.
DRIE: Deep reactive ion etching.
DSP: Double side polished.
DUO: Dry uniquely orienting.
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LED: Light emitting diode.
LIGA: A lithography method to fabricate 3d microstructures.
LPCVD: Low pressure chemical vapor deposition.
LTO: Low temperature oxide, i.e., oxide thin ﬁlm deposited by chemical vapor

deposition, a typical process temperature is 350◦ C.
MEMS: Microelectromechanical systems.
MUMPS: Multiple user MEMS processes.
PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY: A process to transfer patterns using short wavelength light

such as UV light and X-ray.
ORBITAL SHAKER: An agitating apparatus with a platform supported by three

identical rotating arms (synchronized rotation).
PZT: A type of piezoelectric material.
RECEPTOR SITE: A site to anchor or bond a micro-component.
RFID: Radio frequency identiﬁcation.
RIE: Reactive ion etching.
SAM: Self-assembled monolayer.
SPASS: Self-organizing parallel assembly.
SSP: Single side polished.
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XP:

Cross peg.

XT:

Cross trench.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction and Motivation of Micro-Assembly

1.1.1 The Growing Need for Assembly

Micro-assembly is a technique to create complex microstructures and systems by integrating micro-components made in separate manufacturing processes. Two-dimensional
micro-assembly mounts components on a ﬂat substrate, and three-dimensional microassembly produces structures with more intricate spatial geometry.
Both two- and three-dimensional micro-assembly are in great need for mass production of micro-devices. For example, a radio frequency identiﬁcation (RFID) tag
consists of a silicon micro-chip and an antenna. The antenna powers the tag and
exchanges data between the chip and a neighboring RFID reader. The key to eﬃcient
fabrication of RFID tags lies in the rapid assembly of the small, more expensive silicon
micro-chips with the larger, cheaper antenna substrate. Another example for microassembly is “smart dust”, i.e., collections of tiny distributed nodes that integrate
sensing capabilities with signal processing and can organize into a communications
network. These systems are already appearing as commercial products, and microassembly techniques play a very important role in mass production of such micro-scale
devices.
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1.1.2

Monolithic Fabrication vs. Heterogeneous Integration

Monolithic fabrication constructs a whole device step by step from a single substrate.
Heterogeneous integration constructs a device by combining various components from
diﬀerent techniques or processes. For devices with simple structures, monolithic fabrication has advantages such as compact layout and easy encapsulation. But many
fabrication processes and materials are not compatible with one another, and thus
micro-devices having complex functionalities or structures must be constructed by heterogeneous integration of multiple units from several diﬀerent fabrication processes.
Additionally, heterogeneous integration has another signiﬁcant advantage for product developers. A complex microsystem can be broken down into multiple distinct
units. Each unit is then assigned to a separate process engineer or group. Each
unit can be separately optimized in design and fully characterized before integration.
Units of the same type can be fabricated at the highest spatial density on a single
substrate to save fabrication costs.

1.1.3

Packaging: Die-Level vs. Wafer-Level

Typically, packaging of micro-devices includes three process steps: (1) placement of
micro-devices with correct face and in-plane orientations on receptor sites; (2) permanent bonding of micro-devices with electrical interconnections to the substrate; (3)
encapsulation of the bonded device components for protection from the environment.
Die-level packaging assembles individual micro-components after they are singulated
from a wafer. Wafer-level packaging simultaneously assembles all the devices on the
same substrate before they are singulated into individual devices, i.e., the wafer-level
packaging process is parallel assembly whereas die-level packaging is serial assembly.

3

1.2

State of the Art in Micro-Assembly

1.2.1 Surface Mount
Surface mount technology (SMT) was fully established in the 1980s, when circuits became more and more complex so that through-hole component-mounting techniques
were no longer economically or technologically feasible. The limitations of conventional PC-board technology motivated circuit design engineers to develop SMT. SMT
keeps components and their interconnecting leads on one PC-board surface, rather
than feeding the component leads through the circuit board. SMT employs solder to
provide electrical and mechanical connections between components and PC-boards.
Compared with conventional through-hole mounting techniques, SMT possesses
many prominent beneﬁts such as reduced component size, increased circuit density,
reduced PC-board size, reduced weight, increased interconnecting leads density, and
improved high-frequency performance. No single electronic assembly technology is
perfect to satisfy all circuit-design constraints. Current SMT also has some significant limitations such as poor heat dissipation, thermal mismatch, and decreased
mechanical bonding strength of solder.
1.2.2 Robotic Assembly
Robotic assembly is widely used in industry to assemble a variety of components. This
assembly approach has three major steps: (1) part feeding, (2) pick and place, (3) aﬃx
in speciﬁed position and orientation. During a typical part feeding step, randomly
agitated components move through a series of mechanical ﬁlters so that ﬁnally, they
will show appropriate face and in-plane orientations. Then robotic grippers pick up
these components and transfer them to targeted sites to complete the assembly. This
is a serial assembly process.
Diﬀerent part feeding mechanisms are required by various types (geometry or material fragility) of components. Flat silicon micro-components are a big challenge for
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part feeding since they are symmetrical except for negligible diﬀerences in geometric
features on some surfaces, such as interconnecting pads.

1.2.3

Self-Assembly

Self-assembly techniques for component-to-substrate assembly are mainly based on
energy minimization (Figure 1.1). A substrate is patterned with an array of energy
traps. The types of energy traps include gravitational, interfacial, electrostatic and
magnetic energies. On an assembly substrate, agitated components are attracted to
these energy traps and then permanently attached. Thus, components self-assemble
to receptor trap sites on the substrate.
Compared with SMT and robotic pick-and-place assembly methods, self-assembly
techniques have several major advantages such as easy handling of components with
size in micro-domains, fast parallel assembly, and self-alignment with high accuracy.

1.3
1.3.1

Self-Assembly Techniques
Deterministic vs. Stochastic

Parallel micro-assembly approaches, aiming to achieve highly eﬃcient assembly of a
very large number of micro-components, can be classiﬁed into two major categories:
deterministic and stochastic. In a deterministic assembly process, each part is assigned to a certain receptor sites, e.g. wafer-to-wafer transfer of microstructures. In
a stochastic assembly process, each part can be attached to any of the speciﬁcally
designed identical receptor sites. People usually use the term “self-assembly” to describe such stochastic assembly approaches, owing to the property that the assembly
takes place in a spontaneous manner with components of a speciﬁc design.

5

Figure 1.1: Schematic diagrams showing a typical self-assembly process based on
energy minimization.
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1.3.2

Serial vs. Parallel

The number of parts assembled at a time on a single platform deﬁnes the property
of an assembly process: serial or parallel. In a serial assembly process, only one part
is assembled at each time, as in, e.g., robotic pick-and-place assembly methods. In
a parallel assembly process, multiple parts are assembled simultaneously, which can
achieve a higher throughput. Both wafer-to-wafer transfer of micro-components and
self-assembly are parallel processes.
1.3.3

2D-Conformal-3D

A two-dimensional conformal self-assembly process positions micro-components onto
a rigid or ﬂexible substrate, and the ﬂat components attach directly to the substrate,
i.e., assembled components are conformal with the substrate surface. This is the
most common type of self-assembly, since patterning of energy traps on a substrate
is straightforward with current micro-fabrication and surface treatment techniques.
Three-dimensional self-assembly of micro-components poses more challenges to
currently available micro-fabrication techniques than two-dimensional self-assembly.
Some simple three-dimensional microstructures have been constructed by self-assembly
processes based on shape matching and interfacial energy minimization [ZBJ04,GTB+ 00],
but this bottom-up fabrication method for complicated three-dimensional microstructures still requires more break-through innovations in micro-fabrication techniques
and assembly mechanisms.
1.3.4

Hard-Coded vs. Programmed

Based on whether the probability for parts to attach to receptor sites can be adjusted
by varying conditions, self-assembly processes can be categorized into hard-coded
or programmed types. In a hard-coded assembly process, each receptor site has a
constant probability to attach a part at any time. In a programmable assembly
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process, a receptor site has diﬀerent aﬃnities for a part under diﬀerent conditions
such as assembly environment and surface hydrophobicity, i.e., a receptor site can be
turned on (an energy trap) or oﬀ (at the same energy level as its background or even
higher). A typical usage of programmed self-assembly is to integrate diﬀerent types
of micro-components on an array of receptor sites patterned by a single fabrication
process.

1.3.5 Electrostatic and Electromagnetic Self-Assembly
Electrostatic 2D Assembly
Electrostatic 2-D assembly is based on electrostatic attraction of micro-components,
and the electrostatic attraction comes from polarization of the micro-components in
electrical ﬁelds. According to Coulomb’s Law, electrostatic force is inversely proportional to the square of the distance between charges, and thus it is a short-range
interaction. Patterned surface areas with charges or localized electrical ﬁelds can be
binding sites for micro-components, and the binding strength increases with surface
charge density or electrical ﬁeld intensity.
Tien et al. exploited electrostatic interactions to direct patterning of Ø10μm
gold disks on functionalized substrate surfaces [TTW97]. They fabricated the small
charged gold disks by electroplating gold into photoresist molds and derivatizing these
disks with charged self-assembled monolayers, and patterned the planar or curved
substrate with surface charges by microcontact printing or photolithography. By
agitation, the charged gold disks aggregated on the regions presenting the opposite
charges. Finally they obtained selective and dense assembly in solutions such as
methanol, ethanol, IPA and dioxane.
Cohn et al. demonstrated a self-assembly process with aligning capabilities over
electrostatic traps [CHP95]. The experiment proceeded in an aqueous environment.
The electrostatic traps were fabricated on a silicon substrate: a layer of 2μm LTO
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(Low Temperature Oxide) was ﬁrst deposited using LPCVD as a dielectric layer, and
then a layer of Au was deposited and patterned with an array of apertures (the size
ranged from 2μm to 100μm). The silicon substrate and the Au layer act as two driving
electrodes, which resulted in fringing electric ﬁelds from the patterned apertures in the
Au layer. If the micro-components stick to the substrate or each other, there will be no
way to distribute or assemble them to the speciﬁed binding sites or electrostatic traps
on the substrate. They proposed and demonstrated a method to avoid such sticking
phenomena by levitating the micro-components a short distance (0∼100μm) above
the target electrostatic traps before letting them settle, and thus accurate placement
and orientation of the micro-components with respect to the binding traps became
feasible with a relatively low applied ﬁeld of ∼10V/μm. Each micro-component (a
SiO2 -pSi-SiO2 sandwich) has an average dielectric constant of 10, and the assembly
liquid environment was hexane with a relatively low permittivity, therefore, microcomponents are easily attracted to the charged electrodes. The levitation of microcomponents was achieved by adding a small amount of a more polar solvent (acetone,
with a relatively high dielectric constant of ∼20), i.e., acetone shielded the electric
ﬁeld from the micro-components and prevented contact between micro-components
and the binding sites. When all trap sites were occupied with “ﬂoating” microcomponents, the polar solvent was titrated out to lower the micro-components to
contact trap sites. Finally, permanent bonding can be accomplished with sintering
metals.
Fringing electric ﬁelds out of patterned apertures on a substrate can be exploited
to assemble micro-parts in an air environment [BGC+ 98]. A glass substrate was
coated with a layer of Cr/Au and the Cr/Au was patterned with an array of square
holes to expose glass underneath. The glass substrate was mounted on an aluminum
vibratory platform driven by a piezoelectric actuator. Bulk parts were placed on the
glass substrate. For eﬀective agitation of these parts (initially parts tended to stick to
the substrate and to each other because of the combination of electrostatic interaction,
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capillary and van-der-Waals forces), the vibrating frequency was chosen in the 20kHz
range. A DC voltage was applied on the aluminum platform and the Au electrode,
and the resulting fringing electric ﬁeld from the apertures in the upper electrode
induced polarization in electrically neutral parts and caused them to be attracted
to the apertures. When a part covered an upper electrode aperture, the fringing
electric ﬁeld was signiﬁcantly reduced, which prevented attraction of more parts to
this occupied site. Assembly experiments were performed in both air and low vacuum,
and the results indicated that the required vibrating energy to overcome adhesive
forces decreased with air pressure, probably due to squeeze ﬁlm eﬀects [Fea95a], and
due to the vacuum created between the ﬂat part bottom surface and the substrate
when operated at ultrasonic frequencies.
Towards 3D by Triboelectricity
Kaajakari and Lal demonstrated a method based on triboelectricity for batch assembly
of polysilicon hinged structures [KL01]. Triboelectricity on hinged plates and the
substrate was achieved by use of ultrasonic vibrations generated with an attached
piezoelectric actuator to vibrate polysilicon plates on silicon nitride or polysilicon
substrate surfaces. Such contact electriﬁcation charge resulted in hinged ﬂaps to be
stabilized vertically on the substrate. Furthermore, they also observed a “memory
eﬀect” in which assembly occurred even without further ultrasonic vibration after the
initial ultrasonic assembly.
Magnetic Assembly
Magnetic force is a type of short-range interaction and can be utilized to attach
micro-components to certain magnetized sites on a substrate. Perkins et al. developed a new assembly approach called Magnetically-Assisted Statistical Assembly
(MASA) [PRF02]: the compound semiconductor device heterostructures, “nanopills”
covered with a soft magnetic material, were trapped to the shallow recesses patterned
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into the surface of an integrated circuit wafer, and the short range magnetic attractive
forces kept the parts in the recesses. The nanopills were agitated with liquid ﬂow.
The magnetic force per unit area drops exponentially with the increasing separation
between a part’s permalloy surface and the magnetized Co-Pt stripes at the bottom
of a recess.
Magnetic ﬁelds can also be exploited to construct three-dimensional microstructures. Iwase et al. demonstrated a sequential batch assembly method based on
magnetic ﬁeld assisted self-assembly [IS05]: an external magnetic ﬁeld perpendicular
to the substrate was used to lift hinged ferromagnetic microstructures, and the magnetic ﬁeld was increased gradually so that a plate with softer hinges was lifted ﬁrst.
The softness of a plate’s hinge can be controlled by adjusting the length and number
of the hinge beams.
1.3.6

Fluidic Shape-Directed Self-Assembly

Fluidic self-assembly, developed by Yeh and Smith in 1994, relied on shape matching
between micro-components and recessed receptor sites [YS94]. Bulk micro-components
were agitated by liquid ﬂow until they fell into receptor holes. GaAs vertical-cavity
surface-emitting laser components were demonstrated to be integrated on a silicon
substrate. The silicon host substrate was patterned with etched holes of a trapezoidal shape (the trapezoidal features resulted from anisotropic wet chemical etching
of < 1 − 0 − 0 > silicon substrates), and the GaAs light emitting diode (LED) components were also of the same trapezoidal shape. Carrier ﬂuid containing the GaAs
micro-components was dispensed over the host silicon substrate. Because of the trapezoidal shape design, the GaAs blocks ﬁt preferentially into the holes in the desired
face orientation. Random mechanic vibration was performed to enable large numbers
of micro-parts to be positioned into precise registration with the recessed receptor
sites. Greater than 90% of the etched holes on the substrate were correctly ﬁlled with
the GaAs blocks before the carrier ﬂuid evaporated.
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Alien Technology Corporation has commercialized this ﬂuidic self-assembly technique. Fluidic self-assembly can work on either rigid (glass or plastic) or ﬂexible
(polyester, polyimide, polycarbonate and etc.) substrates. They have been using
fully automated in-line reel to reel (web) processing on a continuous ﬂexible substrate.
Fluidic self-assembly and web processing oﬀer many advantages over conventional processing on rigid substrates, e.g., (1) reduced manufacturing facility investment; (2)
reduced material and manufacturing costs; (3) increased manufacturing through-put.
Stauth et al. also used a ﬂuidic self-assembly technique to integrate silicon microcomponents on a plastic substrate [SP05]. Receptor wells on the plastic substrate
were formed with lithographically patterned thick SU8. At the bottom of these receptor wells, electrical terminals were coated with low temperature melting solder.
Correspondingly, interconnect pads on silicon micro-components are patterned Au
areas with high solder-wetting capability. In a hot and acidic aqueous environment,
micro-components slid on the tilted substrate and fell into receptor wells, and then
micro-components were anchored when their interconnect Au pads contacted melting
solder droplets in the wells.

1.3.7 Centrifugal Force Driven Self-Assembly and Towards 3D

Inertial forces, e.g. gravity, are usually neglected for micro-scale components when
compared with surface forces such as surface tension and electrostatic forces. As
an inertial force, a centrifugal force can be increased to overcome surface forces because it is proportional to the square of the rotating speed. Lai et al. demonstrated
non-contact batch assembly of 3D microstructures by centrifugal force: hinged microstructures fabricated in a MUMPs process were assembled with the help of latching
features [LHL02].
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1.3.8

Capillary-Driven Self-Assembly

Towards 3D Assembly with Solder/Photoresist Reﬂow
In micro-domains, surface tension forces dominate over gravitational forces, and have
been explored and exploited by some researchers to lift up hinged plates to construct
three-dimensional structures. To achieve such a type of 3D assembly, one usually
deposits and patterns a thick layer of solder or photoresist at the joint of hinged
structures. When the solder or photoresist is reﬂowed, it changes into a spherical
shape to minimize interfacial energies (a spherical shape has the minimum surfaceto-volume ratio), and thus the hinged plate attached to the reﬂowed droplet rotates.
With appropriate latching features, some complex 3D microstructures can be constructed [HIL98, HBL99].
Yang et al. developed a method to achieve local assembly by reﬂowing solder
with magnetic induction welding [YLF05]. The heating temperature depends on
the area of a layer of magnetic ﬁlm underneath the solder, and thus diﬀerent heating
temperature regions on a substrate can be photolithographically deﬁned (the magnetic
ﬁeld is assumed to be uniform across the substrate). They demonstrated this local
reﬂowing technique with separating Ni plates from underneath Ti plates.
Zheng et al. used low temperature melting solder to construct some functional
LED micro-components which had three-dimensional structures including a LED component, a chip carrier with solder bumps, and an encapsulation body with solder
bumps [ZBJ04]. Following is the assembly sequence: (1) LED components and chip
carrier components were put in a hot and acidic liquid environment, and then tumbling agitation caused each LED component to mate with a chip carrier component,
ﬁnally, mated components with the solder bonding were sorted out; (2) mated components from the previous step were placed in a hot and acidic liquid environment
together with encapsulation components for another batch assembly.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic overviews of capillary-driven self-assembly: (a) in an air environment; (b) in an aqueous environment.

Parallel 2D Assembly
In capillary-driven 2D self-assembly processes, agitated ﬂat micro-components contact and attach to adhesive liquid droplets on receptor sites, and then self-align to
receptor sites to minimize interfacial energies. Depending on the assembly environments, capillary-driven self-assembly processes can be grouped into two categories: in
an aqueous environment and in an air environment. Diﬀerent adhesive liquids require
diﬀerent hydrophilicity or surface coatings for the receptor sites. For an acrylate-based
adhesive liquid, receptor sites should be hydrophobic for aqueous assembly environments and hydrophilic for air assembly environments, respectively (Figure 1.2). For
low temperature melting solder, receptor sites should be thin ﬁlm metals with good
solder-wetting capability, e.g., copper and gold.
Low temperature melting solder can be used to assemble ﬂat micro-components
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with both electrical and mechanical connections onto a substrate. Jacobs et al. developed a self-assembly process to mount LED arrays on ﬂexible cylindrical templates by
low temperature melting solder [JTS+ 02]. The assembly template was patterned with
copper squares, and a simple dip coating process left melting solder on these copper
squares since copper has very good wetting capability for solder. The dip coating process proceeded in an acid aqueous environment to avoid oxidation of melting solder.
Since a LED segment has electrical polarity, i.e., it can only be lighted up with an appropriate positive DC bias, two electrodes on either side of each LED segment should
be distinguished with some pattern: the gold covered the whole bottom surface and
1/9 of the top surface. Hundreds of LED components and a ﬂexible assembly template were placed inside a vial full of water at a temperature above the melting point
of the solder. The LED components were tumbled inside the vial, and then they were
attracted, aligned and bonded to the receptor sites on the template by the surface
tension forces of the melting solder. By controlling the agitation intensity, only the
bottom surfaces with 100% covered gold instead of the top surface with 1/9 covered
gold were bonded to solder droplets because the adhesion is roughly proportional
to the gold covering area on the LED segments. Therefore, the LED components
self-assembled with unique face orientations. Gold pads on the top surfaces of the
bonded LED components were coated with melting solder by another dip coating.
As a ﬁnal assembly step, a ﬂexible transparent ﬁlm patterned with electrical circuits
and solder bumps was roughly and manually aligned to the assembly template, i.e.,
a wafer-level ﬂip-chip bonding process, and the ﬁlm was aligned with high accuracy
to the assembly template by surface tension of the melting solder. Therefore, the
electrical connections to the top electrodes of the LED segments were established.
Assembly was successful by testing with a low defect rate of ∼2%.
Srinivasan and coworkers developed and demonstrated another ﬂuidic self-assembly
technique [SLH01, SHR+ 02]. They patterned a substrate with an array of hydrophobic thiolated Au binding sites. When the substrate was inserted into water through a
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ﬁlm of hydrophobic adhesive ﬂoating on the water surface, the adhesive covered only
the hydrophobic binding sites. Then they introduced micro-parts fabricated from
silicon-on-insulator wafers to the substrate in the water with a pipette. When the
hydrophobic pattern on the micro-parts came into contact with the adhesive, shape
matching occurred spontaneously due to interfacial energy minimization. Finally the
adhesive was polymerized by heat or UV light depending on the type of the adhesive,
so that the bonding became permanent. Binding sites of shapes with in-plane rotational symmetries such as squares gave alignment yields up to 100%. The translational
and rotational misalignments were less than 0.2μm and within ∼0.3◦ , respectively.
Binding sites without in-plane rotational symmetries (aiming for uniquely oriented
alignment) such as semicircles and commas gave alignment yields of approximately
30-40%.
To achieve self-assembly with unique in-plane orientations, Liang et al. designed
and demonstrated a capillary-driven self-assembly process with special geometrical
designs for binding sites [LXB]. Both the parts and binding sites are of an oﬀset ring
shape, which provides a unique global interfacial energy minimum: the interfacial
energy calculation is based on the assumption that the interfacial energy is approximately in a linear relationship with the overlap area between a part and a binding
site [BSH01].
To introduce bulk micro-components to receptor sites during capillary self-assembly
in an air environment, Liang et al. developed a method using an agitated diaphragm
to bounce micro-components until some were caught by water droplets on the receptor
sites on the downward-facing assembly substrate [LWB]. This process demonstrated
fast assembly (<30sec) and high yields (>90%), and fast recycling of redundant components. The glass substrate was coated with hydrophobic thiolated Au, which was
patterned with an array of openings (exposure of the glass substrate). The exposed
glass receptor sites were hydrophilic and covered with water droplets after a dip coating process. The capillary-driven alignment was a sub-second process.
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Multi-Batch Assembly
Xiong et al. demonstrated a method for controlled multi-batch self-assembly of microcomponents by capillary force [XHF+ 03]. They patterned an oxidized silicon substrate
with an array of gold binding sites, and these gold binding sites became hydrophobic
after adsorbing a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) from an alkanethiol solution. The
self-assembly process proceeded in an aqueous environment. To be active, i.e., to
adsorb an adhesive liquid droplet for later anchoring of micro-components, a binding
site should be hydrophobic. Without a SAM, Au binding sites are hydrophilic as
their background is and inactive for assembly of micro-components. They demonstrated an electrochemical method to desorb the SAM from the gold binding sites:
an appropriate electrochemical potential was applied between the gold binding sites
and an aqueous environment. Before the ﬁrst batch assembly, some binding sites
were selectively deactivated by SAM desorption, to be reactivated for the next batch
assembly. An array of commercial LED components was assembled to the substrate
with the heat polymerizable adhesive, and the electrical connections between the substrate and the LED components were established with solder electroplating at two
diagonal corners of each binding site. With such programmable multi-batch assembly
capabilities, one can fabricate versatile microsystems by integrating various types of
micro-components.
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Chapter 2
CONCEPTS AND MATERIALS
2.1

MEMS Packaging

Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) are integrated systems of sensors, actuators
and electrical circuits built with micro-fabrication techniques. Sensors extract useful
information from their environment by measuring mechanical, thermal, biochemical,
optical, radiation and/or electromagnetic responses. Electrical circuits process the
collected information and send out control signals to direct actuators to respond by
moving, positioning, regulating, pumping and ﬁltering, thereby controlling the environments for some desired outcomes. Sensors can be classiﬁed by their applications
as: acoustic sensors, mechanic sensors, magnetic sensors, radiation sensors, thermal
sensors, chemical sensors, bio sensors and integrated sensors [SZE94]. Actuators can
be categorized by their driving mechanisms as: thermal actuators, optical actuators,
electrical actuators, magnetic actuators, chemical and biological actuators [Kov98].
The micro-fabrication techniques used for MEMS construction can be broadly categorized as: (1) lithography; (2) pattern transfer with dry etching techniques; (3)
pattern transfer with additive techniques; (4) wet bulk micromachining; (5) surface
micromachining; (6) LIGA and others [Mad97].
Packaging is a very important step in the fabrication of MEMS devices. Usually
interconnect pads on a micro-device chip are too closely spaced to accommodate the
interconnection capacity of a traditional printed wiring board, therefore a packaging
process should redistribute the interconnect pads over a larger and more manageable
surface. A typical packaging theme for MEMS components based on surface mounting
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techniques is schematically shown in Figure 2.1, and achieved in three major steps:
positioning, bonding and encapsulating. Positioning requires accurate placement, as
well as correct face and in-plane orientations. Two conventional bonding methods
are wire bonding and ﬂip-chip bonding, and the interconnecting face orientation of
the MEMS component depends on the bonding method. Encapsulating protects the
assembled devices from possible harsh working environments. More than 70% of a
sensor’s cost may be determined by its package, and the physical dimension of the
sensor is often much smaller than its package size because most of the conventional
packaging techniques are space ineﬃcient [Mad97].
No standard packaging theme is suitable for any MEMS device since MEMS devices have a very broad range of application types such as: RF-MEMS, optical-MEMS,
and bio-MEMS. Each type of MEMS devices requires a unique packaging theme based
on several factors such as process and material compatibilities, heat dissipation, hermetic sealing or open systems, compact volume and cost. However, among the three
major packaging steps, positioning has the least dependence on the MEMS device
type. Rapid positioning is critical for mass production of MEMS devices, which is
the major motivation for us to develop self-assembly techniques.

2.2

Self-Assembly Processes

Initially the concept of self-assembly came from chemical and biological formation of
micro- and nano-scale structures. During recent decades many researchers have shown
great interests in constructing two- or three-dimensional patterns or structures by
exploiting self-assembly processes: micro-components and substrates are engineered
to have patterns of hydrophobicity or other surface properties, and then self-assembly
takes place among these engineered surfaces to minimize total energies.
This dissertation research has been focused on two-dimensional self-assembly processes which parallel mount ﬂat micro-components on ﬂat substrates. The mount-
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Figure 2.1: Schematic overviews of typical MEMS packaging processes: (a1 ) a rectangular component having an array of solder bump interconnects is placed onto a
binding site having metal contacts, and aligned with a correct in-plane orientation
indicated by the polarity marks; (a2 ) ﬂip-chip bonding is achieved after correct positioning of the component; (a3 ) the bonded component is encapsulated in a hard body
for protection from the environment; (b1 ) a component is placed, aligned and glued
to a binding site; (b2 ) wire bonding is achieved to establish all the electrical interconnections from the component to the chip carrier; (b3 ) the assembled component
is protected by an encapsulating body.
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ing process is a critical step for packaging of micro-devices. Parallel and rapid manipulating of micro-components can enable mass production of micro-devices, thus
self-assembly processes have signiﬁcant advantages over serial robotic pick-and-place
assembly methods.
To achieve eﬃcient self-assembly processes, one should take the following factors
into account:
One-to-one registration: each receptor site adopts exactly one component.
Part redundancy and recycling: redundant components improve the assembly
yield in a certain period of time, and the redundant components can be collected for
reuse in the next run of the self-assembly process.
Orientation: components should have correct face and in-plane orientations so that
electrical interconnections between the components and the chip carrier can be easily
established via wire bonding or ﬂip-chip bonding.
Surface coverage: surface coverage, a ratio between receptor sites’ area and total
substrate area, is a very important factor for some applications such as LED displays
(each pixel is a LED component).
Programmability: receptor sites are turned on and oﬀ for assembly of components
by adjusting control signals on individual receptor sites, and thus multiple types of
components can be integrated on the same assembly substrate by multiple batches
self-assembly.

2.3

Self-Assembled Monolayers

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are widely used to modify surfaces with welldeﬁned chemical composition for a variety of applications such as micro ﬂuidic channels, biomaterial and biosensor surfaces. There are diﬀerent types of SAMs for different surfaces [Ulm96]: alkanethiols on gold, silver and copper surfaces [LWA+ 91],
octylsiloxane SAMs on silicon dioxide [YBJ+ 97], alkane-phosphates on a number of
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transition metal oxide surfaces such as titanium oxide, tantalum oxide and niobium
oxide.
Alkanethiol SAMs CH3 (CH2 )n SH on Au are well understood [Ulm96, SUSE93,
KF04] and have been widely used for patterning a substrate with hydrophobic gold
areas. When an Au surface is submerged in an alkanethiol solution for an appropriate period of time, the alkanethiol molecules are chemically adsorbed to the Au
surface by their -SH groups and form a monolayer with the hydrophobic −CH3 groups
at the outside surface. The chain length of alkanethiols determines the properties
of the monolayer: the longer chain, the more densely packed monolayer, and the
higher stability [XHF+ 03]. In our experiments, we use only one type of alkanethiol,
CH3 (CH2 )11 SH, to treat Au surfaces: it is a liquid form alkanethiol, and easily dissolved in ethanol to form a solution for the Au surface treatment.

2.4

Hydrophobic and Hydrophilic Surfaces

Hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity are two types of solid surface properties and deﬁned on the basis of water wetting characteristics. Intermolecular bonds or cohesive
forces between water molecules cause surface tension. When water encounters a solid
substrate, there is usually attraction between the two materials. The adhesive forces
between water and the substrate compete against the cohesive forces in the water: (1)
when the adhesive forces are stronger than the cohesive forces, water tends to spread
over the substrate; (2) when the adhesive forces are weaker than the cohesive forces,
water tends to bead-up or form a droplet on the substrate. Viewing from molecular
scales, the type of chemical molecular groups at a surface determines the hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity. Water molecules are polar (positive and negative charge centers
are separated), therefore they like to attract polar chemical groups. Polar groups such
as -OH can form hydrogen bonds with water molecules, thus a surface having such
groups shows hydrophilicity. A surface coated with apolar groups such as -CH3 or
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Figure 2.2: Schematic side view of a liquid droplet sitting on a solid surface with a
contact angle θ determined by interfacial energies γsl , γsv and γlv .

-CF3 shows hydrophobicity because interactions among water molecules are stronger
than those between water molecules and the surface apolar chemical groups.
Hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity of a solid surface can be characterized by contact
angle measurement: a water droplet is dispensed onto the solid surface, and then the
contact angle is measured based on a side view of the droplet. Water contact angles
are greater and less than 90◦ on hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces, respectively.
The contact angle θ is determined by the interfacial energies according to Young’s
Equation (Figure 2.2):
γsv = γsl + γlv cos(θ)

(2.1)

Where γij is interfacial energy between substances i and j: the subscripts s/v/l
respectively stand for the solid substrate, vapor environment and liquid.

2.5

Bonding Methods

Bonding is an important process step for packaging of micro-devices. Bonding provides mechanical and/or electrical connections between micro-components and the
substrate. Conventional bonding techniques to attach two ﬂat objects can be classiﬁed into two categories: direct and indirect bonding.
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2.5.1 Direct Bonding
Direct bonding techniques attach two ﬂat objects without any intermediate layer, and
their examples are: (1) anodic bonding between pyrex and silicon; (2) fusion bonding
between silicon and silicon.
Anodic bonding, also referred as ﬁeld assisted glass-silicon sealing, bonds sodiumrich glass to silicon: a typical operating temperature is between 180◦ C and 500◦ C,
and typical DC voltages range from 200V to 1200V depending on the thickness of
the glass wafer and the operation temperature. For minimum thermal mismatch,
the glasses should have thermal expansion coeﬃcients very close to that of silicon.
The examples of such glasses are: Corning 7740 (Pyrex) and 7070, Schott 8330 and
8329, and 7570 (Iwaki) types. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.3. At
a rising temperature, positive sodium ions in the glass substrate have an increased
mobility, and are gradually depleted from the glass through the top cathode electrode. The remaining negative bound ions in the glass form a space charge layer
near the silicon surface, and thus a signiﬁcant electrical potential drop occurs at the
glass/silicon interface. The resulting electric ﬁeld brings two substrates to contact.
Permanent chemical bonding occurs and begins from directly below the cathode, and
then spreads across the interface.
Fusion bonding bonds two silicon wafers based on the chemical reaction between
OH-groups present at the surface of native or grown oxides covering the wafers: the
wafer bonding can be achieved by placing two wafers in close contact at an oxidizing
ambient and an operating temperature greater than 800◦ C. The resulting bonding
has almost no thermal stress because the thermal expansion coeﬃcients of the two
substrates are identical.
Both anodic bonding and fusion bonding require very clean and ﬂat substrates.
Micro-particles at the bonding interface will form voids which can aﬀect applications
for some types of devices. A high degree of ﬂatness of both surfaces ensures them to
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Figure 2.3: Schematic view of a typical anodic bonding setup.

contact fully so that bonding occurs across the interface.

2.5.2

Indirect Bonding

Indirect bonding techniques rely on intermediate layers which are reﬂowable or sticky.
Typical examples for wafer bonding are: glass frit bonding, thermocompression bonding, adhesive bonding, solder bonding and eutectic bonding.
Glass frit bonding: The intermediate layer is a kind of low melting point glass,
which can be applied by preforming, spin-on, screen printing, sputtering, etc., and
patterned to deﬁne bonding areas. The bonding processes are typically carried out
in the temperature range of 400-650◦ C and contact pressures of ∼105Pa. For less
thermal residual stress, the thermal expansion coeﬃcient of the glass is normally
chosen to be between the two values for the wafers being bonded.
Thermocompression bonding: The intermediate bonding material is a soft
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metal deposited on both substrates. For MEMS applications, the most common
metal is Au with a suitable adhesion layer such as Cr. The bonding processes require
moderate temperatures (∼300◦ C) and pressures (106Pa). This technique has very
low outgassing and therefore is promising for vacuum sealing.
Eutectic bonding: The intermediate layer is a two-component system having
the lowest melting point composition of the two components respectively on the two
substrates to be bonded. Because the eutectic composition alloy at the interface has
a lower melting point than either component and diﬀusion occurs at a limited depth,
the melting is restricted to a thin layer at the interface. Typically used eutectic in
MEMS applications is the Au/Si alloy (97.1 Wt % Au : 2.85 Wt % Si) with a melting
point of 363◦ C.
Solder bonding: The intermediate layer is a low melting point metal alloy applied by various thin ﬁlm deposition techniques such as thermal/ebeam evaporation
and dip-coating. Typical alloys are Pb/Sn, Au/Sn and Cu/Sn. This bonding technique is highly tolerant to particles on surfaces and is most widely used for electrical
interconnections, e.g., ﬂip-chip bonding.
Adhesive bonding: The intermediate layer is a sticky adhesive. Typical adhesives for wafer bonding are epoxies, silicones, photoresists, polyimides, etc., and can
be applied by spinning or spraying. For better bonding performance, heating and
pressure are usually required. This bonding technique is also tolerant to particles on
bonding interfaces, and its low process temperature beneﬁts bonding or sealing some
devices with severe temperature limitations. Conductive adhesives such as anisotropic
conductive ﬁlm (ACF) can be used to establish both mechanical and electrical connections. In our experiments, we used an acrylate-based adhesive, which is a liquid
with water-like viscosity (storing in a refrigerator for slow aging eﬀect) and completely
polymerized by heating at ∼80◦ C for ∼30min.
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Chapter 3
CAPILLARY-DRIVEN SELF-ASSEMBLY
3.1

Introduction

PZT actuators can convert electrical energy to mechanical energy with fast response
and are widely used as driving elements for several types of micro ﬂuidics devices
such as micro pumps [FBA+ 95], micro mixers [YGMM00, JMH02] and micro dispensers [KBdR03], among others. Typically, PZT actuators are manually mounted
onto a silicon, glass, or polymer substrate with batch-fabricated micro ﬂuidic components using highly viscous silver epoxy, a slow serial process without good control of
process parameters such as placement of PZT actuators, adhesive thickness and PZT
actuator tilting; therefore this assembly process cannot achieve good repeatability
and does not scale well to wafer level packaging.
Capillary forces have been exploited to assemble microstructures in two or three
dimensions by several research groups [JTS+ 02,SLH01,SY93,HZBL99,SYBW03]. We
previously reported capillary-driven self-assembly of surface mounted light emitting
diodes (LEDs) in a water environment [XHF+ 03]: a hydrophilic substrate was patterned with hydrophobic binding sites, then adhesive liquid was dispensed across the
substrate in air and wet only the binding sites when the substrate was submerged
in the water, and the adhesive droplets on the binding sites attracted and aligned
the introduced LEDs to minimize interfacial energies, ﬁnally the adhesive liquid was
polymerized by heating for permanent bonding. This assembly technique has the
following properties: (1) micro-components to be assembled are soaked in an aqueous environment for quite a long time; (2) the adhesive volume on each binding site
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cannot be eﬀectively controlled; (3) part tilting is hard to avoid [SHR03]; (4) bonding
strength is poor because the binding site is hydrophobic with low interfacial energy,
which will be demonstrated by a de-bonding test in Section 3.4.6; (5) electroplating is required to establish electrical connections from the substrate to the LEDs.
To achieve good and repeatable performance for PZT driven devices, PZT actuators should be bonded with the following requirements: strong and tilt free bonding,
accurate placement and precisely controlled adhesive thickness. These requirements
indicate the above method to assemble LEDs cannot be the optimal choice to bond
PZT actuators.
We have developed a novel method to bond PZT actuators with a well-controlled
self-assembly process. This method is a parallel process in an air environment and
provides controlled adhesive thickness, highly accurate placement and tilt free bonding. The bonding adhesive (an acrylate-based liquid) has very low viscosity and
signiﬁcant surface tension to align PZT actuators, and can be polymerized by heating
to 85◦ C for about half an hour [SHR+ 02]. The adhesive only bonds PZT actuators
mechanically because it is not electrically conductive. We use a design strategy with
precisely recessed binding sites to establish mechanical bonding and electrical bonding, respectively, at the center and rim of a PZT actuator. This technique has been
demonstrated by mounting PZT actuators for 28 diﬀuser valve micro pumps on a 4
pump substrate.

3.2

Capillary-Driven Self-Assembly Mechanism

3.2.1 Interfacial Energy Minimization
A schematic top view of a part captured but not yet aligned by a binding site via a
layer of adhesive liquid ﬁlm is shown in Figure 3.1: P stands for the bottom surface
of a part, B for a binding site, and S for the binding site background. For most
capillary-driven self-assembly processes, B and P are of an identical shape. Our self-
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Figure 3.1: A schematic top view of a part P captured but not yet aligned by a
hydrophilic binding site B with hydrophobic background S via a layer of adhesive
liquid ﬁlm.

assembly process in an air environment is assumed to have the following properties:
(a) P and B are hydrophilic; (b) S is hydrophobic; (c) adhesive liquid exclusively
and completely wets hydrophilic surfaces P and B, i.e., the small gap between P
and S is also wetted. To estimate the total interfacial energy E of the arrangement
in Figure 3.1, we observe that the adhesive ﬁlm thickness is much less than the
lateral size of P or B, and that interfacial energy is proportional to interfacial area.
Therefore, the interfacial energy at the sidewalls of the adhesive ﬁlm can be neglected,
and total interfacial energy of this system can be approximated with:
E = γf p |P | + γf a |B − P ∩ B| + γf b |B|
+γf s |P ∩ S| + γsa |S − P ∩ S|

(3.1)

Where γij is interfacial energy between material i and material j, and subscript f
stands for adhesive ﬁlm, a for air, and p/b/s for surface P/B/S. |A| denotes the area
of a surface A. The operators “∩” and “−” are respectively geometric intersection
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and diﬀerence. The terms of the right hand side of Equation (3.1) come respectively
from the following interfaces: complete adhesive wetting of P ; part of adhesive on B
that is exposed to air; complete adhesive wetting of B; adhesive wetting of the part
of S that is overlapped by P ; the part of S exposed to air.
Overlap area between P and S can be deﬁned by: |P ∩ S| = |P | − |P ∩ B|. By
replacing |P ∩ S| in Equation (3.1), we can get:
E = γf p |P | + γf a (|B| − |P ∩ B|) + γf b |B|
+γf s (|P | − |P ∩ B|)
+γsa (|S| − |P | + |P ∩ B|)

(3.2)

In Equation (3.2), |P ∩ B| is the only variable factor depending on the position of P
relative to B. By collecting the constant and the variable terms, we can rewrite Equation (3.2) as:
E = [γf p |P | + γf a |B| + γf b |B|
+γf s |P | + γsa (|S| − |P |)]
−(γf a + γf s − γsa )|P ∩ B|
= C1 − C2 |P ∩ B|

(3.3)

where C1 = γf p |P | + γf a |B| + γf b |B| + γf s |P | + γsa (|S| − |P |) and C2 = γf a + γf s − γsa
are constants. Usually γsa is much smaller than γf a , which leads to a positive C2 .
Therefore, the total interfacial energy is a linear function of the overlap area |P ∩ B|
with a minimum when P and B exactly align.
3.2.2 Self-Alignment of Rectangular Parts
According to Equation (3.3), the overlap area between a part and a binding site
during self-alignment of the part provides a scalar value that can be used to ﬁnd a ﬁnal
stable state. In practice, most micro-parts are rectangular because of easy mechanical
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dicing along straight lines. During the following discussions, only rectangular parts
are considered, but our analysis generalizes directly to parts of arbitrary shapes.
Self-alignment motion of a part is a combination of translation and rotation. For
simplicity, we visualize the overlap area |P ∩B| for translation and rotation separately:
for translation (Figure 3.2a), the result shows a unique maximum overlap area when
the part is exactly aligned with the binding site; for rotation (Figure 3.2b), the result
indicates that the number of maximum overlap states or minimum energy states
depends on the width-to-length ratio of the rectangular part: a square part has four
preferred in-plane orientations with rotation angle intervals of 90◦ ; as the width-tolength ratio decreases, the overlap area peaks near 90◦ and 270◦ shrink and become
valleys when the width-to-length ratio reaches approximately 1:1.3, thus a typical
rectangular part has two preferred in-plane orientations.
Square PZT actuators can be aligned to any of the four in-plane orientations
with minimum interfacial energy during an assembly process. A PZT actuator has
two large opposite faces used as two electrodes, i.e., the bonding face has only one
electrode. Electrical connections to the bonding face can be established correctly no
matter which in-plane orientation with minimum interfacial energy the PZT actuator
takes. Connection to the opposite, outward facing electrode can be achieved, e.g.,
with a wire bond.

3.3
3.3.1

Diﬀuser Valve Micro Pumps
Working Principle

We choose diﬀuser valve micro pumps for the demonstration of PZT self-assembly
because this type of pump is a good candidate to control the transport of liquids
from microliters to nanoliters [WF01] and the diﬀuser valve is well understood [OSS99,
HMB97, YCSW04]. The diﬀuser valve micro pump (Figure 3.3) consists of a large
shallow chamber, two diﬀuser check valves, two channels connecting the valves and the
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Figure 3.2: Visualization of overlap area between a moving part and a binding site: (a)
translation of a square part (size: 100 × 100 units); (b) rotation of a rectangular part
with diﬀerent aspect ratios. For parts that are nearly square, 4 overlap maxima exist.
For more elongated rectangles (aspect ratio beyond 1:1.3) only 2 overlap maxima
remain.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic views of a diﬀuser valve micro pump: (a) supply and pump
modes, net ﬂow to the right; (b) an exploded view.

inlet/outlet holes, and the pump diaphragm is actuated by a unimorph structure - a
single layer PZT bonded to the diaphragm: the PZT actuator expands and contracts
in the diaphragm plane during a cycle of an AC driving voltage, which causes the
diaphragm to bend upwards and downwards. A diﬀuser valve has lower resistance for
ﬂow from the narrow port to the wide port than the reverse ﬂow. During a half AC
cycle, the pump chamber volume increases, and more ﬂow comes from the inlet valve;
during the other half AC cycle, the pump chamber volume decreases, and more ﬂow
goes out through the outlet valve.

3.3.2

Fabrication

The silicon pump substrate was etched by two deep reactive ion etching (DRIE)
processes. Photoresist AZ4620 was used as the mask for each DRIE process and
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Figure 3.4: Microscope images of DRIEed silicon substrate and the diﬀuser valve
layout.

patterned by photolithography with the following steps: (1) singe the substrate on
a 110◦ C hotplate for 1 minute; (2) spincoat primer P10 and photoresist AZ4620
subsequently at the speed of 2200rpm for 30sec (AZ4620 thickness is about 8μm);
(3) prebake AZ4620 on a 110◦ C hotplate for 3 minutes; (4) expose AZ4620 with a
mask for 30sec to 10mW/cm2 UV light; (5) develop AZ4620 in a solution of AZ400K
: DI water = 1 : 4 for 2 minutes, then rinse the substrate in DI water and dry it
with a N2 gun; (6) hardbake AZ4620 on a 110◦ C hotplate for 15 minutes. The ﬁrst
DRIE was to etch pump chambers, which were 5mm in diameter and 24μm in depth.
The large and shallow features of the chambers made spincoating of another layer of
AZ4620 feasible, producing a suﬃciently conformal coating of photoresist over this
step feature. The second DRIE was used to etch diﬀuser valves and channels with a
total depth of 275μm. After each DRIE was done, the photoresist was stripped with
the following process: soak in 60◦ C EKC solution for 10 minutes and in 75◦ C AZ300T
solution for 5 minutes, and then rinse in DI water and dry with a N2 gun. A laser
cutter (Model 4410, ESI, OR) was run in a raster mode to drill 0.8mm square inlet
and outlet holes to the back side of the substrate (Figure 3.4).
A 500μm thick pyrex wafer was anodically bonded to the etched silicon substrate
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Figure 3.5: (a) An optical image of the anodically bonded pyrex/silicon stack (water
droplets were intentionally introduced to the channels to indicate the pyrex capping);
(b) an optical image of patterned Au covering the pyrex surface (the square receptor
site at the center of the pump chamber was recessed by 24μm, and two circular
openings were used for later alignment with ﬂuid interconnects on the pumping test
stage, see Figure 3.13).

(Figure 3.5a). Before bonding, both the silicon substrate and the pyrex wafer were
cleaned with the following process: the silicon substrate was dipped in buﬀered oxide
etchant (BOE) for 1 minute to remove native oxide, and soaked in a Nano-strip
solution (Rockwood Electronic Materials, CA, USA) for 15 minutes together with
the pyrex wafer to strip organic residues, then both wafers were soaked in ﬂowing DI
water for about 5 minutes and dried in a spin dryer. After thorough cleaning both
wafers were transferred to a 250◦ C hotplate and heated for about 2 minutes, and then
immediately transferred to a 500◦ C hotplate to be baked for 5 minutes. Two-stage
heating prevents wafers from cracking by a signiﬁcant thermal stress due to sudden
change of temperature. Then the pyrex wafer was placed on the silicon substrate and
a DC voltage of 1200V was applied to the stack with the cathode electrode probe
touching the pyrex surface, so that the pyrex wafer was permanently bonded to the
silicon substrate.
To get a thinner pump diaphragm, HF (49%wt) was used to etch pyrex. A piece
of dicing blue tape was attached to the back side of the pump substrate to cover
inlet and outlet holes, which kept the pump cavities clean from the etchant. The
pyrex wafer was thinned down to 230μm in thickness within 45 minutes. Finally the
substrate was cleaned in DI water and dried by a N2 gun, and the blue tape was
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manually peeled oﬀ.
3.4

PZT Self-Assembly

3.4.1 Hydrophilic Recessed Binding Sites
The binding sites for self-alignment of the PZT actuators were designed as recessed
hydrophilic wells in a hydrophobic surface (Figure 3.5b). These shallow wells contained the adhesive liquid that drove the assembly, and were slightly smaller than the
PZT actuators, such that the well rims can make electrical contacts with the PZT
actuators. A layer of Cr/Au (50/1000Å) was deposited on the pyrex surface of the
bonded pump substrate and patterned by an etching process. The etching mask was
photoresist AZ1512 patterned by photolithography to expose the 3mm square binding
sites directly above the centers of the pump chambers. After Cr/Au etching, pyrex
in the binding sites was etched by HF (49%wt) until 24μm deep wells were formed,
and the etching rate was about 6.75μm/min.
3.4.2 Fabrication of PZT Parts
PZT actuators were fabricated from a piece of 2.85 ×2.85 ×0.0075 PZT sheet (T107H4E-602, Piezo Systems, Cambridge, MA) which was coated with ∼3000Å thick
nickel on both sides. Following are the fabrication steps: (1) AZ1512 was spincoated
and UV exposed with a mask protecting 3mm square areas used for later bonding
(space between two squares was 1mm), after developing only the square bonding areas
were coated with AZ1512; (2) Cr/Au (50/1000Å) was deposited on both sides of the
PZT sheet by two thermal evaporations; (3) the PZT sheet was rinsed in acetone to
strip AZ1512 along with Cr/Au on it, then the square bonding areas were exposed
(Figure 3.6a); (4) the PZT sheet was diced by a laser cutter into 4mm square parts
with the 3mm square bonding area at the center; (5) the diced parts were cleaned
with acetone, IPA and DI water in sequence inside a sonicator. Finally the cleaned
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Figure 3.6: Wetting property of PZT parts and the pump substrate: (a) top and
bottom views of a PZT part; (b) adhesive liquid wets only the nickel bonding area
on the PZT part; (c) adhesive wets the recessed pyrex binding sites on the pump
substrate.

parts were collected to a piece of ﬁlter paper and dried by baking on a 100◦ C hotplate
for 5 minutes.

3.4.3

Surface Treatment for the Pump Substrate and PZT Parts

The pump substrate and the PZT parts were soaked overnight in a 1mmol alkanethiol
solution (diluted in ethanol) for gold surfaces to adsorb a self-assembled monolayer
(SAM). Contact angles of water and the adhesive liquid on the treated surfaces were
respectively measured by a FTA200 goniometer (First Ten Angstroms, Inc.), and the
results in (Table 3.1) indicate that the thiolated Au surfaces on either pyrex or PZT
substrates have much less attraction for both water and the adhesive liquid than pyrex
and nickel surfaces. Flushing of the adhesive liquid across the pump substrate or the
bonding face of a PZT part left droplets only on the pyrex binding sites or nickel
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Table 3.1: Contact angles of water and the adhesive liquid on diﬀerent surfaces
Pyrex Thiolated Au on Pyrex PZT

Thiolated Au on PZT

Water

32◦

108◦

40◦

102◦

Adhesive liquid

4◦

51◦

0◦a

40◦

a ◦

0 indicates super high wettability, i.e., a droplet spreads quickly into a thin ﬁlm on a substrate.

bonding areas on the PZT parts (Figure 3.6b-c).

3.4.4 Orbital Shaking Assisted Self-Assembly
This self-assembly technique exploits surface tension force to self-align PZT parts to
the photolithography-deﬁned 3mm×3mm×24μm hydrophilic recessed binding sites.
In an air environment the acrylate-based adhesive only wets the hydrophilic areas of
the recessed binding sites and nickel areas on the PZT parts (Figure 3.6). Dry PZT
parts were introduced manually without alignment onto the adhesive droplets on the
binding sites with the exposed nickel surface facing down. According to the capillarydriven self-assembly mechanism described in Section 3.2, the minimum interfacial
energy state can be achieved when the PZT part is aligned with the recessed binding
site. But because the 4mm square PZT part is larger than the 3mm square binding
site, the unaligned PZT parts tended to tilt and touched the substrate with their
corners or edges, which caused signiﬁcant friction, preventing surface tension from
aligning the parts. As a remedy, an orbital shaker (Model 51300-00, Cole-Parmer
Instrument Company) was used to provide centrifugal forces to the PZT parts. The
centrifugal forces dragged and balanced the parts on the adhesive droplets temporarily
so that surface tension can drive self-alignment of these PZT parts (Figure 3.7). To
assist self-assembly, orbital shaking introduced centrifugal force mω 2 Rs should be less
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Figure 3.7: Schematic diagrams for orbital shaking assisted self-assembly: (a) a part
sticks to the substrate by its right corner; (b) a temporarily left-directed centrifugal
force from the orbital shaking releases and balances the tilted part; (c) the balanced
part immediately self-aligns to the binding site, and keeps its alignment at the minimum interfacial energy state when the centrifugal force changes direction.

than the surface tension Fst on the part by the adhesive, therefore the shaking speed
ω should stay below an upper limit ωmax


Fst
Fst
ωmax =
=
mRs
ρs2 tRs

(3.4)

Where Rs is the rotating arm length of the orbital shaker, m is the mass of the
part. The mass of a square part m is equal to ρs2 t, where ρ/s/t are density/side
length/thickness, respectively. For the 4mm square PZT part, ρ=7.8g/cm3 , s=4mm,
t=190μm.
We observed that alignment between PZT actuators and binding sites took place
within 1sec, i.e., immediately after the orbital shaker (Rs =1.27cm) was turned on and
ramped up from 0rpm to 200rpm (the shaking speed we set), so that Fst in Equation (3.4) should be the surface tension on the PZT part when the part starts to leave
the aligned state. According to reference [GLK+ 02], the maximum surface tension
or restoring force by the acrylate-based adhesive on a 1mm square part leaving the
aligned state is about 0.9×10−4 N. Due to the linear relation between surface tension
and part side length, the maximum surface tension on the PZT part having 3mm
square hydrophilic bonding area is Fst = 3 × 0.9 × 10−4 N = 2.7×10−4 N. By plug-
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ging the values of ρ/s/t/Rs /Fst into Equation (3.4), we get the shaking speed limit
ωmax =286rpm, which is close to the experimental result 300rpm, when the PZT part
left the binding site.
3.4.5 Electrical Connections by a Pressing Plate Method
A pressing plate (Figure 3.8) method was utilized to establish electrical connections
between the PZT parts and the pump substrate (Figure 3.9). The non-conductive
adhesive can only provide mechanical bonding at the center of a PZT part. Because
the PZT part is larger than the binding site and has an Au rim on the bonding face,
electrical connections can be established through the Au rim. We applied a glass plate
on the aligned PZT parts to squeezed out excess adhesive with a pressure of about
2× 104 N/m2 , such that the Au rims touched the substrate (Figure 3.10a). The PZT
part has a surface with about 1μm roughness, which guarantees electrical connection
even though the Au rim is coated with a thiol monolayer, and some adhesive residue
may be trapped underneath it. Finally the electromechanical bonding was made
permanent by polymerizing the adhesive on an 85◦ C hotplate for half an hour. The
top electrodes of the PZT parts and the substrate were connected by wire bonding
(Figure 3.10b). Our later experimental tests showed that all the 28 PZT actuators
assembled on the 4 pump substrate were electrically connected, which indicates a
100% yield for the pressing plate method.
3.4.6 Adhesion Test
A de-bonding test was performed in order to evaluate the bonding strength which
is a key factor for PZT actuators. An experimental setup for the de-bonding test is
schematically shown in Figure 3.11: the bonded stack of substrate, cured adhesive
and PZT actuator was held vertically with the edge of the PZT resting on a pushing
tip attached to a digital scale. The digital scale reading for the total mass of all the
items was zeroed out, and then a pressing force applied to the top of the bonded
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Figure 3.8: Schematic overview of a pressing plate method to establish electrical
connections at the rims of PZT parts: (a) a glass plate is introduced to press the
aligned PZT parts; (b) excess adhesive is squeezed out of the wells and the rims of
PZT parts contact the substrate; (c) adhesive is polymerized, the pressing plate is
removed and the top electrical connections are made with solder bonding.

Figure 3.9: Optical images of twenty-eight PZT actuators self-assembed on a 4 pump
substrate and a singulated micro pump.

Figure 3.10: Optical images showing the electrical connections to a PZT actuator:
(a) a cross-section microscope image taken after a through cut of an assembled pump
across the recessed pyrex binding site; (b) two thin electrical wires respectively solder
bonded to the PZT top surface and the pump substrate, thus a driving voltage can
be applied to activate the PZT actuator through these two leads.
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Figure 3.11: Schematic experimental setup for de-bonding tests. A PZT actuator
bonded to a substrate is pushed against a tip attached to a digital scale, and the
applied force is increased and recorded until failure.

stack was increased until the PZT part was de-bonded, so the ﬁnal reading in unit of
kilograms multiplied by g=9.81N/kg was the de-bonding force.
Hydrophilicity of binding sites, determined by interfacial energies, aﬀects the
bonding strength of PZT actuators. The binding sites for the above in-air assembly process were hydrophilic, while the binding sites were hydrophobic thiolated gold
for our previously reported in-water assembly process [XHF+ 03]. In order to compare
the bonding strength of these two assembly processes, we assembled eight 3mm square
PZTs (same bonding area as that in the above in-air assembly process) in a single
batch with the same curable adhesive using the in-water assembly process. These
eight PZT actuators were respectively de-bonded by forces of 8N, 5N, 7N, 5N, 9N,
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Table 3.2: Ethanol pumping results of the eight pumps
Pump No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Res. Freq. (kHz)a

7.0

7.0

6.8

6.9

7.0

7.0

7.1

7.1

Flow Rate (μl/sec)b

0.387 0.408 0.365 0.385 0.365 0.390 0.385 0.386

a

Fundamental resonant frequency

b

Flow rate at the resonant frequency, and the driving voltage is 90Vp−p .

7N, 4N and 6N. All the de-bonding processes took place at the interfaces between the
cured adhesive and hydrophobic thiolated gold binding sites, which indicates the alkanethiol monolayer weakened the bonding. Five out of 28 PZT actuators assembled in
air were randomly chosen for the de-bonding test, and none of them were de-bonded
at the force of ∼20N, but the PZT edges contacting the pushing tip were broken.

3.5
3.5.1

Pumping Tests
Resonant Frequencies

To demonstrate performance uniformity of all the 28 pumps assembled simultaneously
on the 4-inch substrate (Figure 3.9), we used a laser vibrometer to measure their
resonant frequencies without any ﬂuid load. The frequency of the driving sinusoidal
voltage signal was changed continuously from 1kHz to 150kHz, and the maximum
output of the laser vibrometer indicated a resonant frequency. The average of all the
28 fundamental resonant frequencies is 80.1kHz, and the standard deviation is 2.0kHz
(Figure 3.12). The following factors may contribute to this 2.5% relative deviation: (1)
PZT actuator tolerances of ±50μm in length and width; (2) residual stress variance
among the pump chamber diaphragms introduced by the anodic bonding process;
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Figure 3.12: Distribution of resonant frequencies for all the 28 pumps on a 4 substrate.

(3) dimension variance among pump cavities in the silicon substrate due to nonuniformity of the DRIE processes (standard deviations of chamber depth and channel
depth are respectively 0.55μm and 1.15μm).

3.5.2 Pumping Rates
Eight pumps were chosen for pumping tests with ethanol on a reusable testing stage
(Figure 3.13). Each pump substrate was mounted onto the testing stage with silicon
rubber rings. During the pumping tests, the inlet and outlet Teﬂon tubes (both tubes
were about 15cm long) were taped to a level workstation, and time was counted for
the ethanol front end to move through a chosen 1cm long region in the outlet tube.
Because ﬂuidic resistance of a tube increases with its length [MF03], the ethanol
front end has a decreased speed as it moves towards the outlet tube end if the driving
signal on the PZT actuator is kept constant. To keep consistency between diﬀerent
driving frequencies, the ethanol front end was reset to the same initial position before
applying a new driving frequency. The pumping results shown in Table 3.2 indicate:
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(1) the average and standard deviation of the fundamental resonant frequencies of
the eight pumps are 6.99kHz and 0.10kHz, respectively; (2) when the driving voltages
are 90Vp−p , the average and standard deviation of the pumping rates at resonant
frequencies are respectively 0.384μl/sec and 0.014μl/sec.

3.6

Conclusions and Discussions

We have demonstrated a capillary-driven self-assembly technique by assembling PZT
actuators for 28 diﬀuser valve micro pumps on a 4 substrate. All the 28 pumps
worked with high uniformity, which is indicated by small standard deviations of their
resonant frequencies. This assembly technique has several major advantages over the
conventional bonding method, manual bonding with highly viscous silver epoxy, for
PZT actuators: precise placement by capillary-driven self-alignment [SHR+ 02], tilt
free and strong bonding, well-controlled adhesive thickness, electrical and mechanical
connections established respectively at the rim and center of the assembled part, low
process temperature.
Performance uniformity among the micro pumps constructed in the same or different batches depends on both the fabrication steps for the pump substrates and the
ﬁnal assembly processes for PZT actuators. DRIE processes brought about various
depths of the pump cavities even on the same substrate, and the anodic bonding
process introduced diﬀerent residual stresses on each pump diaphragm. The uniformity of DRIE processes relies on the improvement of the DRIE equipment and optimized process parameters. Low stress wafer bonding processes, e.g. low temperature
anodic bonding [WXN+ 03], can improve the residual stress problem. Repeatability of the assembly process for PZT actuators relies on two major factors: recessed
binding sites and placement of the PZT actuators. Recessed pyrex binding sites
were formed by HF etching and the etching rate depended on the HF concentration.
Provided good control of the HF concentration, the etching rate can be accurately
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Figure 3.13: A reusable testing stage: (a) an optical photograph of the stage before
mounting a pump substrate; (b) a schematic exploded view of mounting a pump
substrate with silicone rubber, which can be de-bonded without any residue by an
appropriate shear force.
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controlled [KBNG97, KCBG99], and so can the recessed depth for the binding sites.
Accurate placement of the PZT actuators was achieved by the self-alignment process
driven by surface tension forces, which has been shown to be highly repeatable.
This self-assembly process can also be applied to other types of electromechanical
microchips. Especially for microchips with materials or structures sensitive to aqueous
assembly environments, this dry assembly method shows a signiﬁcant advantage over
other wet assembly techniques. With batch process capabilities, this self-assembly
technique supports construction of more versatile and miniaturized microsystems.
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Chapter 4
UNIQUELY ORIENTING SELF-ASSEMBLY
(DUO-SPASS PROCESSES)
4.1

Introduction

Micro-assembly is required in both packaging of micro-device chips and integration
of complex hybrid microsystems. Current micro-assembly technologies can be categorized as: micromanipulator based assembly [CBN+ 98, RVN00, SF98, TF01, WS00,
YGN01, EVK01], wafer-to-wafer devices transfer [CLHP96, HS98, PKPL04, SHC+ 99],
ﬂuidic shape-directed self-assembly [YS94,ZBJ04], and capillary-driven self-assembly [JTS+ 02,
SLH01, FWB04]. Each of these assembly techniques has its limitations: micromanipulator based assembly processes are serial and slow, and micro-parts tend to stick to
micromanipulators because adhesive forces dominate gravitational forces; wafer-towafer pattern transfer is limited to microstructures fabricated on the same substrate;
most types of microchips have rectangular shapes due to mechanical dicing along
straight lines, but neither ﬂuidic shape-directed self-assembly nor capillary-driven
self-assembly can align them to unique in-plane orientations, which is required, for
example, for a microchip with multiple interconnect pads so that correct electrical
connections can be achieved via ﬂip-chip bonding [Mil69, Goo69] to a carrier substrate.
Many methods to orient ﬂat parts have been developed for part feeders of robotic
assembly systems. Vibratory bowl methods [BPM82] pick parts with desired orientations via track ﬁlters. Programmable squeezing ﬁelds [BDM99] uniquely orient some
types of ﬂat polygonal parts. Neither of these two methods can uniquely orient parts
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with rotationally symmetrical shapes. Usually visual feedback systems are used for
ﬂexible part feeders (”ﬂexible” means that multiple types of parts can be handled by
a single feeder) to present parts with correct orientations [SS99]. But all these part
feeding methods are serial processes and not suitable to handle very large numbers of
parts, e.g. for mass packaging of radio frequency identiﬁcation (RFID) chips.
Uniquely orienting assembly is the key requirement to package micro-device chips
having multiple interconnect pads. This chapter demonstrates two diﬀerent processes
satisfying this requirement: a semi dry process based on gravity driven self-alignment
and a dry process based on two-stage shape recognition between complementary features on parts and receptor sites.

4.2

Wafer Level Packaging Strategy

Usually bulk micro-device chips having multiple interconnect pads on one face (“bonding face”) are stored in a container with random face orientations. To package these
chips at the wafer level, we propose the following process steps (Figure 4.1): (1) bulk
parts are oriented to face the same direction with their bonding faces and spread in
a single layer; (2) parts are palletized onto an alignment template (AT) with the face
orientation preserved; (3) parts are distributed and anchored to receptor sites in a oneto-one mode; (4) parts are uniquely aligned on the receptor sites; (5) aligned parts
are transferred to a chip carrier template (CCT) via wafer level ﬂip-chip bonding.
This packaging strategy except step 5, a well-established process in the IC industry,
is demonstrated in each of the following two types of self-organizing parallel assembly
processes (SPASS): the semi dry uniquely orienting process (semi-DUO-SPASS) and
the dry uniquely orienting process (DUO-SPASS).
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Figure 4.1: Wafer level packaging strategy: (a) randomly oriented bulk parts; (b)
bulk parts are uniquely face-oriented and spread in a single layer; (c) parts palletized
onto an alignment template (AT); (d) parts are distributed one-to-one to receptor
sites; (e) parts are aligned to the receptor sites with unique in-plane orientations; (f)
parts are bonded to a chip carrier template (CCT) via wafer level ﬂip-chip bonding.
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4.3

The Semi Dry Assembly Process (SEMI-DUO-SPASS)

This process consisted of 2 wet steps and 2 dry steps: bulk parts having only one hydrophobic face (used as a bonding face) were uniquely oriented with their hydrophobic
faces upwards on an agitated water surface, and stayed together in a single layer; a
hydrophobic substrate picked up the ﬂoating parts and transferred them onto an
alignment template; orbital shaking moved the parts randomly across the alignment
template until they were anchored to the receptor sites; anchored parts roughly selfaligned to the receptor sites on an appropriately tilted alignment template to minimize
their potential energies. The accuracy of the coarse alignment was greatly improved
by capillary-driven self-alignment when an appropriate amount of steam condensate
was introduced onto the parts.

4.3.1

Design Rule for Features on Parts and Receptor Sites

The semi dry assembly process is based on the peg-in-hole mechanism: the part has
a circular peg (CP) oﬀset from the center of mass, and the receptor site has a circular
trench (CT) with a greater diameter than the circular peg. The larger trench is used
for faster trapping of the peg, i.e., anchoring of a part. For one-to-one registration of
parts, the trench diameter must stay below an upper limit ØCT which is determined
by:
ØCT = ØCP + 2d

(4.1)

where ØCP is the diameter of the peg, and d is the smallest distance from the peg
center to the part edge (Figure 4.2). If this condition is satisﬁed, no more than one
peg can be trapped simultaneously in one trench.
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Figure 4.2: One-to-one registration design rule: (a) two parts competing for one
receptor site; (b) top view of the parts and receptor site.

4.3.2 Fabrication of Parts and Alignment Template

Parts

Square diced silicon parts (side length = 2mm) were used to demonstrate the semi dry
assembly process. We fabricated the parts from a 4-inch single side polished (SSP)
silicon wafer with the following steps: (1) spincoat photoresist AZ4620 on the polished
side and lithographically pattern AZ4620 to cover only circular peg areas (Ø0.3mm);
(2) deep reactive ion etch (DRIE) the polished side for about 20 minutes to form the
protruding pegs with 45μm height; (3) spincoat photoresist AZ1512 on the rough side
and lithographically pattern AZ1512 using double side alignment (ABM IR aligner)
to cover the circular areas directly opposite to the pegs; (4) sputter deposit a layer
of TiW/Au (50/800Å) on the rough side; (5) strip all the photoresist together with
TiW/Au on it in acetone, then rinse the wafer in IPA and DI water, and dry it with
a N2 gun. Finally the silicon wafer was mechanically diced into 2mm square parts
(Figure 4.3a). The opening in the gold layer marks the position of the peg on the
other side, as well as the part polarity.
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Figure 4.3: Microscope images of parts and receptor sites: (a) top and bottom views
of 2mm square silicon parts; (b) a 2 × 2 section of an array of 2mm square receptor
sites on a 4-inch alignment template.

Alignment Template
An alignment template with an array of 168 receptor sites was fabricated from a
4-inch oxidized SSP silicon wafer (thermal oxide thickness is about 3900Å) with a
DRIE process and a lift-oﬀ process. Patterning of the receptor sites on the polished
wafer surface was accomplished with the following steps: (1) spincoat AZ4620 and
lithographically pattern it to expose only the circular trench areas (Ø0.8mm), then
completely remove the exposed oxide in a buﬀered oxide etchant (BOE) with an
etching rate of about 600Å/min; (2) DRIE the wafer for 20 minutes to form 60μm
deep trenches (this etching rate is greater than that for the pegs because of the
loading eﬀect [BBA98] in the DRIE process), and then strip AZ4620; (3) spincoat
AZ1512 and pattern it to cover only square receptor site areas and sputter deposit
50/800Å TiW/Au; (4) strip AZ1512 and lift oﬀ metal in acetone. An array of receptor
sites is shown in Figure 4.3(b).
Surface Treatment
Surface treatment was applied to the silicon parts and the alignment template to
prepare them for the assembly process. First, the parts and the template were soaked
in a Nano-strip solution (Rockwood Electronic Materials, CA, USA) for half an hour,
and then rinsed with DI water. The Nano-strip solution oxidized the silicon surfaces
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and removed photoresist residues from the gold surfaces. Second, the parts and the
template were soaked in a 1mmol alkanethiol CH3 (CH2 )11 SH (in ethanol) solution
overnight. The gold surfaces became hydrophobic after adsorbing a self-assembled
monolayer (SAM) from the alkanethiol solution. Then each silicon part had only
one hydrophobic thiolated gold face, and all the other faces were hydrophilic silicon
oxide. The receptor site area was hydrophilic silicon oxide, and its background was
a hydrophobic thiolated gold surface. Finally, the parts and the alignment template
were dried respectively with heating on a 120◦ C hotplate and blowing N2 .
4.3.3 Uniquely Face-orienting Bulk Parts
Orbital Shaken Water Surface
Water in a stationary glass beaker has a horizontal plane surface when neglecting the
slight bending near the hydrophilic beaker sidewall. When the beaker is attached onto
a running orbital shaker, the water surface becomes a tilted plane (Figure 4.4a). The
slope of the tilted plane is determined by the shaking speed, which can be calculated
by the following approximate physical model.
Considering a ﬁnite element at the tilted water surface, it has three forces (Figure 4.4b): gravity (downwards), centrifugal force (horizontal) and supporting force
by the nearby water (normal to water surface). The vector sum of these forces goes
to zero at a steady state, which indicates that the slope s of the water surface is
determined by:
s=

ω 2 Rs
g

(4.2)

where ω is the shaking speed, Rs is the shaker arm length, and g is the gravitational
constant.
When neglecting the dragging force from the beaker sidewall, the orbital shaken
water surface is still a plane, because both the centrifugal force and gravity are uniform
across the water surface, and so is the slope s. The water surface plane is always
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Figure 4.4: Schematic view of orbitally shaken water surface: (a) tilted water surface
plane; (b) cross section view perpendicular to the tilted water surface.

perpendicular to the vector sum of gravity and centrifugal force.

The Face-orienting Process
Initially bulk parts were randomly oriented, and we invented the following new agitating process to orient all the parts to face the same direction with their pegs before
palletizing. The 2mm square silicon parts can ﬂoat on a water surface because surface
tension is suﬃcient to balance their gravitational forces. For a smaller part with side
length L and thickness t, surface tension (∝ L) is even more signiﬁcant compared
with the gravitational force (∝ L2 × t). We put the 2mm square silicon parts in a
beaker and submerged them with water, and then shook the beaker on an orbital
shaker (Model 513500, Cole-Parmer) to tilt the water surface above a speed of ωc so
that some parts were exposed to air. According to Equation (4.2) and Figure 4.4(b),
we can calculate this critical shaking speed:

ωc =

h0 g
Rb Rs

(4.3)
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where h0 is the still water level and Rb is the radius of the beaker bottom. In our
experiment, these parameters were: h0 = 12mm, Rs = 12.7mm, Rb = 12mm. The
theoretical and experimental values of ωc were respectively 268rpm and 310rpm, and
the diﬀerence came from the assumption of neglecting friction from the beaker sidewall
for the above approximate physical model. Water surface tension dragged and ﬂoated
the exposed parts. After 1 minute shaking, most of the submerged parts ﬂoated, and
all ﬂoating parts had their hydrophobic thiolated gold faces upwards (the only stable
state on an agitated water surface) and stayed together in a single layer to minimize
potential and interfacial energies.

4.3.4 Palletizing Floating Parts

Carrier Wafer

A carrier wafer (CW) was used to pick up the ﬂoating parts and palletize them
onto an alignment template. The carrier wafer was a 3-inch pyrex wafer coated
with hydrophobic ﬂuorocarbon polymer PFC802 (Cytonix Corp., MD, USA) on one
side. When the carrier wafer was inserted into the water vertically, the water surface
bent downwards near the hydrophobic PFC802 surface and bent upwards near the
hydrophilic pyrex surface (Figure 4.5). The contact angle of water on a PFC802
surface is θc = 110◦ . The intersection angle α (Figure 4.6a) between the carrier wafer
and the water surface should be greater than 180◦ − θc = 70◦ so that the water surface
bends downwards near the PFC802 surface, and the water valley near the PFC802
surface attracts nearby ﬂoating parts by minimizing their potential energies. If α is
less than 70◦ , then the water surface bends upwards near the PFC802 surface and the
carrier wafer repels nearby ﬂoating parts.
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Figure 4.5: Water surface bending near carrier wafer (CW) surfaces: (a) schematic
view of a carrier wafer inserted vertically in water; (b) side view of water surface
bending near both sides of the carrier wafer; (c) front view of water surface bending
near carrier wafer surfaces, and a ﬂoating part trapped in the water valley close to
the hydrophobic PFC802 surface (the variations in the top surface color of the part
is due to lighting eﬀects, in reality, the top surface is uniformly covered with gold
except a small mark hole).

The Palletizing Process
When the carrier wafer continuously entered the water vertically (α > 70◦ ), the parts
adhered to the carrier wafer ﬁrmly (Figure 4.6a) due to signiﬁcant capillary forces
caused by trapped air bubbles underneath them (Figure 4.7). After all the ﬂoating
parts stuck to the carrier wafer, it was withdrawn completely from water, and more
than 98% of the parts kept sticking to it due to capillarity of the residual water on
the hydrophilic part surfaces. Finally the carrier wafer was brought approximately
parallel to the alignment template (Figure 4.6b) on a 120◦ C hotplate, and the parts
were released to touch the template with their pegs when water evaporated. The
carrier wafer was brought very close to the alignment template to preserve the face
orientations of all the parts during the releasing.
Trapping Parts
We utilized orbital shaking to move the parts across the surface of the alignment
template. This template was attached to an orbital shaker platform, and a Petri
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Figure 4.6: The palletizing process: (a) a carrier wafer inserted into water, and ﬂoating
parts adhere to the hydrophobic PFC802 surface ﬁrmly; (b) the carrier wafer brought
approximately parallel to an alignment template to release the adhering parts when
water evaporates.

dish which was ﬂipped over the template deﬁned the moving range for all the parts.
Orbital shaking can produce centrifugal forces which are evenly distributed across
the shaker platform. The centrifugal forces are proportional to the square of the
shaking speed and should be large enough to overcome sliding friction for the parts
to move around. The 2mm square silicon parts started to move at a shaking speed of
about 150rpm, which indicated that the sliding friction coeﬃcient (= ω 2 Rs /g) of the
alignment template was about 0.3. According to reference [Jia02], a thiolated gold
surface has a friction coeﬃcient of about 0.04 - 0.12, which was measured by atomic
force microscope (AFM) tips. The friction coeﬃcient in our experiment was greater
because of several factors such as moisture or other contaminants adsorbed from the
environment at the interface between the parts and the alignment template.
The moving parts were anchored by the trenches of the receptor sites. The four
corner receptor sites are blocked by the Petri dish, and the remaining 164 receptor
sites are open to receive parts. We performed four trapping experiments without
and with 10%, 20%, 30% redundant parts (Figure 4.8). During the ﬁrst 10sec, the
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Figure 4.7: Mechanism of parts adhering to the hydrophobic surface: (a) a schematic
view of a carrier wafer inserted vertically into water to pick up ﬂoating parts; (b) a
microscope image of trapped air bubbles underneath the parts adhering to the carrier
wafer in water.

shaking speed was 200rpm, and the trapping yield (number of occupied receptor sites
/ 164) reached about 80% for all 4 cases. A slow shaking speed for the ﬁrst 10sec can
avoid parts ﬂipping due to violent collisions among the crowded parts. After that,
the shaking speed was raised to 250rpm. With most of the parts anchored to the
uniformly distributed receptor sites, a higher shaking speed can cause the remaining
free parts to move faster to get trapped, and no part ﬂipping was observed for all the
4 cases. After 3 minutes shaking, 95% to 99% of the receptor sites were occupied,
with higher part redundancies producing higher yields.

4.3.5

Uniquely Aligning Parts

Rough Alignment
We ﬁrst roughly aligned the anchored parts towards a unique in-plane orientation
using gravity as the driving force. On a tilted alignment template, the free parts slid
away, and the anchored parts tended to rotate about their pegs until the minimum
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Figure 4.8: Trapping results of 2mm square silicon parts on a 164-receptor-site alignment template without and with 10-30% redundancy of parts.

potential energy was achieved, when their centers of mass arrived at the lowest height
(Figure 4.9a-b). Friction blocking the rotation of the parts was relieved with gentle
knocking on the edge of the alignment template. This alignment was rough because of
three factors: (1) the tilt orientation of the alignment template was roughly controlled;
(2) friction from the alignment template prevented exact alignment; (3) the layout
design for the parts and the receptor sites deﬁned the exact alignment when the pegs
were concentric with the trenches. The maximum translational misalignment was the
diﬀerence between the radii of the circular peg and the circular trench, which was
0.25mm. The maximum rotational misalignment we observed was about 18◦ .
Fine Alignment
Capillary-driven self-alignment can produce very high accuracy [SLH01], so we introduced capillary forces to minimize the misalignment of the previous gravity-driven
assembly. The alignment template with anchored parts was placed in a steam environment, i.e., a chamber having a beaker of boiling water heated by a hotplate,
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Figure 4.9: Unique aligning of 2mm square silicon parts: (a) parts roughly aligned
by gravity on a tilted alignment template; (b) parts roughly aligned to the receptor sites on an appropriately tilted alignment template; (c) misalignment corrected
by capillary-driven self-alignment when water steam is introduced to condensate on
the alignment template and parts surface; (d) a zoom view of a part with water
condensate.
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Figure 4.10: The assembly result: 164 2mm square silicon parts correctly assembled on
a 4-inch alignment template (the 4 corner receptor sites were blocked by the covering
Petri dish during the trapping experiment).

where water formed droplet-wise condensation on hydrophobic surfaces and ﬁlm-wise
condensation on hydrophilic surfaces (Figure 4.9c-d). The hydrophilic sidewall of the
parts was continuously covered with water. The water on the sidewalls entered the
capillary gaps between the parts and the hydrophilic receptor sites, and then lubricated the parts so that they could self-align to the receptor sites to minimize total
interfacial energies. Finally water was evaporated when the alignment template was
placed on a hotplate. The ﬁnal assembled array of parts is shown in Figure 4.10.
We observed that the misalignments from the previous rough alignment were greatly
reduced: maximum rotational and translational misalignments became 3◦ and 50μm,
respectively.
4.4

The Dry Assembly Process (DUO-SPASS)

Virtually all current assembly techniques having parallel assembly capabilities are
performed in aqueous environments, e.g. ﬂuidic shape-directed self-assembly [SY98,
SYHV99] and capillary-driven self-assembly [JTS+ 02,SLH01,FWB04]. In an aqueous
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environment, liquid ﬂow introduces parts to receptor sites and removes unassembled
parts from the assembly template. But for microchips with exposed movable microstructures, a completely dry assembly process is a better choice because these
microstructures are easily stuck by surface tension of liquid residue from a wet assembly process. A completely dry assembly process is also required for microchips with
materials sensitive to aqueous environments.
4.4.1

Design Rules for Alignment Features

The dry assembly process is based on two-stage shape recognition between complementary features on parts and receptor sites, and is schematically shown in Figure 4.11. The ﬁrst shape recognition takes places between a circular peg (CP) on the
part and a circular trench (CT) on the receptor site, and the second shape recognition is accomplished between a cross peg (XP) on the part and a cross trench (XT)
on the receptor site. The following design rules should be observed for appropriate
two-stage shape recognition: (1) The circular peg is oﬀset from the center of mass
and two times as high as the cross peg. (2) The circular trench has a greater diameter
than the cross peg for fast anchoring of parts, but the circular trench diameter has an
upper limit, which prevents two circular pegs of two neighboring parts or one cross
peg from entering one circular trench, i.e., one circular trench is assigned exclusively
to one circular peg to guarantee one-to-one registration and correct alignment. This
is analogous to the condition in Section 4.3, Equation (4.1). (3) The cross trench
has a greater width than the cross peg beam to anchor the cross peg quickly, but a
smaller width than the diameter of the circular peg to exclude the circular peg. (4)
The space between receptor sites is large enough for two neighboring parts to rotate
without blocking each other and unassembled parts to slide through it. From the
exact alignment layout (Figure 4.12), we can determine the maximum misalignments:
the maximum translational misalignment is equal to the clearance between the cross
trench and cross peg, and the maximum rotational misalignment is tan−1 (2Δ/L),
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where L is the length of the longer cross peg beam. Clearance Δ is chosen for the
cross peg to enter the cross trench easily and is independent of the part size, while L
can be as large as possible to obtain a minimum rotational misalignment.

4.4.2 Fabrication of Parts and the Alignment Template
Parts
Diced silicon parts with dimension 1mm×1mm×0.5mm were used to demonstrate the
dry assembly process. The dimension of the longer cross peg beam is 1mm×50μm×
35μm, and the diameter and height of the circular peg are 200μm and 65μm, respectively. We fabricated the circular pegs and cross pegs with diﬀerent heights on
a Ø100mm silicon substrate by using two subsequent DRIE processes (Figure 4.13):
a layer of 3900Å thermal oxide was grown on the silicon substrate and patterned by
etching to be left only on the cross peg areas, then photoresist AZ4620 was spincoated
and patterned to be a DRIE mask protecting only the circular peg areas, and the patterned oxide acted as a DRIE mask with a very slow etching rate (approximately 1%
of silicon etching rate) during the 1st DRIE and was completely removed by an oxide
etchant before the 2nd DRIE, therefore the heights of the cross pegs and circular pegs
were respectively determined by the 1st DRIE and both DRIEs. After the pegs were
fabricated on the silicon substrate, we deposited a layer of TiW/Au (50/800Å) on
the backside of the silicon substrate and patterned it via double-sided lithography to
form marks indicating the positions of the circular pegs.

Alignment Template
The recessed features for the receptor site have complementary shapes with larger
dimensions for easier shape-matching: a cross trench is 40μm greater in width than
the cross peg, and the diameter of the circular trench is 300μm greater than that of
the circular peg, and both the cross trench and circular trench are 70μm in depth.
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Figure 4.11: Schematic overview of the DUO-SPASS process to parallel assemble
square micro-parts: (a) top and bottom views of a silicon part (the bottom face
has a circular peg (CP) and a cross peg (XP), and the circular peg has twice the
height of the cross peg; the top face is coated with gold, and the opening in the
gold layer marks the position of the circular peg); (b) trenches of a receptor site on
the alignment template (AT); (c) bulk parts face-oriented on an orbital shaken faceorienting substrate (FOS) and then sandwiched by adding an alignment template;
(d) parts palletized to the alignment template with their peg sides facing downwards;
(e) parts one-to-one anchored to receptor sites by orbital shaking: the circular pegs
fall into the circular trenches (1st shape recognition); (f) parts rotated by orbital
shaking introduced torques until their cross pegs fall into the cross trenches (2nd
shape recognition).
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Figure 4.12: A schematic top view of the exact alignment between a part and a
receptor site: the clearance Δ between the cross peg (XP) and cross trench (XT)
determines maximum alignment error.
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Figure 4.13: Fabrication steps for the aligning features on a part with double DRIE
processes: (a) AZ1512 spincoated and patterned on an oxidized silicon wafer; (b)
exposed oxide etched by BOE; (c) AZ1512 stripped; (d) AZ4620 spincoated and
patterned; (e) exposed silicon etched by DRIE; (f) remaining oxide etched by BOE;
(g) AZ4620 stripped and AZ1512 spincoated and patterned on backside of wafer; (h)
Au deposited on backside; (i) AZ1512 stripped and Au on top of it lifted oﬀ.
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The receptor site trenches were fabricated by a single DRIE process. We fabricated
two Ø100mm alignment templates respectively having a polar/orthogonal array of
397/720 receptor sites. For simplicity, we describe the complete assembly process
only for the polar 397-receptor-site alignment template.
To reduce sliding friction of the silicon alignment template, we deposited a layer
of TiW/Au (50/800Å) and soaked the alignment template in a 1mmol alkanethiol
CH3 (CH2 )11 SH (diluted in ethanol) solution overnight for the Au surface to adsorb a
SAM. The thiolated gold surface has a lower friction coeﬃcient than that of a silicon
surface, so that less agitation is required to move parts on the alignment template.
4.4.3 Uniquely Face-orienting Bulk Parts
On an orbitally shaken substrate, the silicon part can not rest on its face with alignment pegs in a stable way, because the part is tilted by its cross peg and easily ﬂipped
by the centrifugal force introduced by orbital shaking. Initially bulk silicon parts were
stored in a container with random face orientations. We used orbital shaking to orient
all the parts to face the same direction with their pegs on a substrate.
A face-orienting substrate (FOS) has an array of trenches, which conﬁne parts
locally. We fabricated this substrate out of an oxidized Ø100mm silicon substrate
with TAMH etching: oxide was ﬁrst patterned to produce the silicon etching mask,
and 4 hours etching at 90◦ C resulted in 240μm deep trenches.
Bulk silicon parts were uniquely face-oriented on a face-orienting substrate by
orbital shaking. 600 parts (about 50% redundant parts aiming for a high assembly
yield) were poured with an approximately uniform distribution onto a face-orienting
substrate attached to the platform of an orbital shaker. Then the shaker ran at 200rpm
for about 1 minute and its centrifugal force ﬂipped over all but 4 tilted parts onto their
ﬂat faces, while all the other parts stayed resting on their ﬂat faces (Figure 4.14a). All
the remaining 4 tilted parts had been kept immobile by surrounding parts. In order
to face-orient bulk parts and keep them locally conﬁned, the orbital shaker needs to
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be run within a narrow speed range of about 50rpm: a speed higher than 230rpm can
cause parts moving across the face-orienting substrate and parts tend to be crowded
into a few substrate trenches, and a speed lower than 180rpm cannot ﬂip the tilted
parts1 . The upper speed limit is determined by the trench depth. The lower speed
limit depends on the part tilt angle or the ratio between the peg height and the part
side length. The parts’ “preference” not to rest on their peg sides is due to the higher
centers of gravity in this position and the higher friction at the oﬀ-center peg tips,
which in combination cause larger torques during orbital shaking.

4.4.4

Palletizing Parts

We placed the alignment template (Figure 4.14b) with its receptor sites facing the
face-orienting substrate to sandwich the parts, and turned them over. Thereby, the
patterned ridges on the substrate kept the parts in place. Then we removed the
substrate, and 99% of the parts were transferred to the alignment template except
very few parts sticking to the face-orienting substrate due to adhesive forces.

4.4.5

The Assembly Process

We utilized a mechanism based on two-stage shape recognition to assemble the palletized parts. The alignment template surface coated with thiolated Au has less sliding
friction than a silicon surface, and to reduce friction eﬀects even further, we attached
the alignment template to an ultrasonic stage mounted on an orbital shaker. To move
the parts around without ﬂipping over, the orbital shaker was run in a speed range
whose limits were given as follows: the lower speed limit introduced a centrifugal
force just enough to overcome the friction; the upper speed limit caused the tilted
1

This bound is lower than that in Section 4.3.5 (>250rpm) because here parts are smaller (1mm)
with taller pegs, and thus are less stable to rest on their pegs.
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Figure 4.14: Optical photographs of templates and assembly results: (a) after 1
minute of orbital shaking, only 4 silicon parts stay tilted by their pegs on the Ø100mm
face-orienting substrate; (b) a partial view of an alignment template with a polar array
of receptor sites; (c) 388 silicon parts assembled on the Ø100mm alignment template
with a polar array of 397 receptor sites; (d) zoom-in view of the center of the alignment
template; (e) 710 silicon parts assembled on the Ø100mm alignment template with
an orthogonal array of 720 receptor sites; (f) zoom-in view of a 4×3 section of the
array of receptor sites.
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parts to ﬂip over. We ran the orbital shaker at 110rpm2 . The moving parts were ﬁrst
anchored to the receptor sites when their circular pegs fell into the circular trenches,
and came to rest horizontally on their cross pegs. Because the circular pegs were oﬀset
from the center of mass, the centrifugal force from orbital shaking exerted torques on
the anchored parts to drive them to rotate about their circular pegs until their cross
pegs fell into the cross trenches; at this point the parts were ﬁxed to the uniquely
deﬁned orientations. After 10 minutes agitation, 388 receptor sites were correctly
registered with parts, which indicated a yield of 97.7% (Figure 4.14c-d). We removed
the unassembled parts from the alignment template by tilting the ultrasonic stage so
that gravity drove them to slide away.
We also assembled the same silicon parts on a Ø100mm alignment template with
720 receptor sites according to the above process steps. 50% redundant parts were
used. 710 parts were correctly assembled within 10 minutes, i.e., the assembly yield
reached 98.6% (Figure 4.14e-f).
The maximum alignment errors are determined by the design of the complementary features on the parts and the receptor sites. The maximum translational misalignment is equal to the clearance Δ between the cross peg and the cross trench,
which is 20μm in our design. The maximum rotational misalignment is about 2◦ .
4.4.6

Assembly Defects

During the assembly process, we noticed two major types of defects: (1) occasionally
unassembled parts adhered to the assembled parts; (2) parts resting on their ﬂat
faces were immobile during the agitation, which blocked other moving parts. The
part sticking was mainly caused by contamination from the previous process steps.
Because the face-orienting process did not have perfect 100% yield, some parts rested
on their ﬂat faces after palletizing. We manually removed these parts to avoid the 2nd
2

This speed is lower than that in Section 4.3.5 mainly because here an ultrasonic vibration stage
is used to reduce sliding friction.
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type of defects. In addition, we kept the vibration intensity of the ultrasonic stage
low enough to prevent parts from ﬂipping over.

4.5

Wafer-Level Flip-chip Bonding

In this dissertation, we focus on a novel approach for palletizing and assembling of
parts using uniquely orienting self-assembly, so that we used dummy silicon parts
without any functional circuit or interconnect pad to demonstrate all the previous
process steps. As for the ﬁnal step of our packaging strategy, we propose a wafer
level ﬂip-chip bonding technique to package functional microchips onto a chip carrier
template (CCT). The ﬂip-chip bonding can be achieved via solder bumps deposited
on a chip carrier template (Figure 4.1f) or a layer of anisotropic conductive ﬁlm [ﬂi],
as currently done in well-established industrial IC packaging processes.

4.6

Application to Non-silicon Parts

Both the semi dry (semi-DUO-SPASS) and dry (DUO-SPASS) assembly processes
can be also applicable to parts made of non-silicon materials, when combined with
additive fabrication techniques for the pegs on the parts. For the semi dry process,
the single circular peg can be easily fabricated with a single SU8 casting process. For
the dry process, we fabricated two high-aspect-ratio pegs on each part with diﬀerent
heights out of the photodeﬁnable polymer SU8-2025 (MicroChem Corp., MA, USA)
with the following major fabrication process steps (Figure 4.15): (1) 1st layer of SU8
was spincoated and UV light exposed with a mask having transparent areas for cross
pegs; (2) 2nd layer of SU8 was spincoated and UV light exposed with a mask having
transparent areas for circular pegs; (3) SU8 was developed, and then only the circular
pegs and cross pegs exposed by UV light were left on the substrate. An array of SU8
pegs is shown in Figure 4.16. During the assembly of the parts with SU8 pegs (also
50% redundant parts provided) on the previous 397-receptor-site alignment template,
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Figure 4.15: Fabrication steps for the aligning features on a part with double layers of
SU8: (a) LPCVD nitride deposited on the silicon wafer; (b) Au deposited on backside
of wafer; (c) AZ1512 is photolithographically patterned on Au to expose peg marker
areas and Au etched in an Au etchant; (d) a layer of SU8 spincoated on the front
side; (e) SU8 exposed to UV light with a mask protecting the areas other than cross
alignment pegs; (f) second layer of SU8 spincoated; (g) SU8 in the circular peg areas
exposed to UV light; (h) SU8 developed.

we obtained a lower yield (about 80%) within longer time (half an hour) than the
parts with silicon pegs, which is mainly because SU8 has a greater friction coeﬃcient
than silicon.
4.7

Conclusions and Discussions

We have presented a wafer level packaging strategy for micro-device chips based on
uniquely orienting self-assembly, and demonstrated semi dry assembly of 2mm square
silicon parts and completely dry assembly of 1mm square silicon parts on 4-inch alignment templates. Both assembly processes have yields close to 100%. Our assembly
strategy can also be applied to ﬂat parts of any shape with a larger or smaller scale if
the alignment feature design rules are observed. Adhesive and friction forces, which
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Figure 4.16: An optical microscope image of a 2×2 section of an array with SU8-2025
circular pegs (CP) and cross pegs (XP) on a 3-inch silicon substrate, before dicing
into individual parts.

are the major causes for potential failures of our assembly techniques, become more
signiﬁcant compared with gravitational forces for smaller parts. Our assembly method
has been demonstrated with 1mm and 2mm square parts, and we believe that it can
assemble larger device chips with dimension up to centimeters which are less aﬀected
by adhesive forces. In micro-domains, both the adhesive and frictional forces are
approximately proportional to contact area. The adhesive forces come mainly from
electrostatic interactions, van der Waals attractive forces and surface tension from
adsorbed moisture on the part and the substrate [Fea95b]. The gold face of the alignment template can eliminate the electrostatic charges at the bottom faces of parts,
but not the charges at the sidewalls of parts, which can cause parts sticking to each
other. A photoionizer can eﬀectively neutralize electrostatic charges on any exposed
surface by introducing ions into the surrounding atmosphere. Adsorbed moisture
can be reduced by heating the alignment template or performing the assembly in
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a vacuum environment. With good control of environmental humidity, electrostatic
charges and sliding friction, we believe that our assembly process can handle parts of
much smaller size.
An accurate model for the friction and stiction forces at the part edges and peg
tips would be valuable for design optimization. A systematic approach would study
the balance between these stiction forces and the orbital shaker-induced torque that
causes part ﬂipping. Parts with minimal peg heights may be desired because of
manufacturing constraints.
Peg height is a key factor for proper assembly of parts in both assembly processes:
(1) a minimum height of the circular peg is required for reliable anchoring of parts:
∼20μm for the semi DUO-SPASS process, ∼30μm higher than the cross peg for
the DUO-SPASS process due to ultrasonic vibration to relieve sliding friction; (2)
minimum orbital shaking speeds to move and ﬂip over parts (denoted as ωm and ωf )
depend on the part/substrate contact area and the ratio between height of the circular
peg and side length of the part, respectively.
In our experiments we continuously monitored the progress of the assembly, but
the goal is to run these processes completely open-loop. We believe that in an industrial setting, simply following a timed recipe will suﬃce (see Fig. 8 with the trapping
yield as a function of time). But expecting 100% yield may be unrealistic for large
assemblies, and an automated vision system with a precision robot could be used to
ﬁx the few remaining defects.
Our packaging mechanism itself applies no upper limit on the alignment template
size. All the agitations required in the assembly process are orbital shaking, which
introduces centrifugal forces evenly distributed all across the shaker platform. The
orbital shaker platform supported by three rotating arms can be easily expanded.
High-aspect-ratio trench features on the alignment template can be fabricated with
many available techniques such as DRIE (only for silicon templates), molding, and
others [CP97,KPL+ 02,ZC03]. These trench fabrication techniques limit the alignment
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template size.
In addition to wafer level packaging of micro-device chips, our assembly techniques
without the ﬁnal bonding step can also be used as part feeding and palletizing for
robotic assembly systems.
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Chapter 5
VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL PARALLEL ASSEMBLY
5.1

Introduction

Parallel micro-assembly techniques enable fast integrating and packaging of microdevices. During the past decade, several parallel micro-assembly techniques have
been developed and published: (1) ﬂuidic shape-directed self-assembly [YS94]; (2)
capillary-driven self-assembly [JTS+ 02, SLH01, XHF+ 03, ZBJ04, FWB04]; (3) electrostatically driven self-assembly [BGC+ 98, CHP95]; (4) magnetically assisted selfassembly [PRF02]. Micro-components are usually singulated in rectangular (or square)
shapes from a substrate by dicing (the last fabrication step), thus they have vertical
edges, i.e., the top and bottom surfaces are geometrically identical and can therefore
not be distinguished solely based on shape by any type of receptor site. In addition, a
rectangle has rotational symmetry of order 2, and a square has order 4. To assemble
such components, none of the above assembly techniques can eﬀectively avoid uncertainties of face and/or in-plane orientations. Usually a micro-component has electrical interconnects on a single face, so it must be mounted with unique face-orientation
onto a substrate to achieve electrical connections to a circuit on the substrate via
ﬂip-chip bonding. Such a component face having electrical interconnects is usually
called “bonding face”.
The DUO-SPASS processes described in Chapter 4, based on one- or two-stage
shape recognition, require protruding pegs on parts, thus they are not suitable for applications requiring ﬂat part surfaces. This chapter presents a novel assembly process
based on both shape recognition and capillary-driven mechanisms. This assembly
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process has the following capabilities: (1) highly dense assembly of peg-free microcomponents (e.g., useful for assembly of an LED display to achieve good resolution);
(2) process in an air environment; (3) two controlled modes of part mounting: vertical and horizontal; (4) unique face-orienting of parts for horizontal mounting; (5)
multi-batch assembly of various types of components, even with same dimensions; (6)
high surface coverage on a substrate achieved by multi-batch assembly. With this
list of capabilities available to satisfy a wide range of manufacturing requirements,
applications such as, e.g., micro-device packaging, mass production of RFID tags
and fabrication of LED displays may beneﬁt from this parallel micro component-tosubstrate assembly process. Mechanically diced 790μm square silicon parts with a
single hydrophobic face are used for the following proof-of-concept demonstrations.

5.2

Parallel Assembly Strategy

A typical parallel micro-assembly process has two major goals: (a) micro-components
are delivered to receptor sites with one-to-one registration; (b) micro-components
contact receptor sites with their bonding faces. To achieve these assembly goals,
we develop the following strategy (see Figure 5.1, each component has one unique
hydrophobic face). (1) Bulk components are distributed into apertures on an aperture
plate and each aperture is occupied with exactly one vertically standing component
due to geometric constraints, and the top edge of the component levels with the
aperture plate surface. (2) Components from the evenly populated aperture plate are
transferred onto an array of water covered receptor sites on a palletizing plate via
surface tension forces, i.e., the ﬁrst assembly goal is achieved and the components are
vertically attached or mounted. (3) Vertically standing components are laid down
to be horizontally mounted with unique face orientations, and then they self-align
with the receptor sites by minimizing interfacial energies (such a capillary-driven selfalignment process can achieve sub-micron accuracy [SLH01]). (4) Components are
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Figure 5.1: Schematic overview of the assembly process: (a) bulk parts fall into
apertures vertically; (b) a palletizing plate carrying water droplets is aligned with the
aperture plate; (c) the plates are ﬂipped over to transfer parts onto water droplets;
(d) parts stand on receptor sites; (e) parts rotate to adhere to the palletizing plate
with their hydrophilic oxide faces; (f) parts are permanently bonded to a bonding
plate via wafer level ﬂip chip bonding.
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permanently bonded to a bonding plate via wafer level ﬂip-chip bonding. If step (3)
is skipped, then components are vertically mounted, which indicates (a) capability
to achieve denser assembly with smaller footprints and (b) beneﬁts for assembly of
optical or radio frequency micro-components due to the special face orientations.

5.3

Fabrication and Surface Treatment

During the experiments, we used two types of silicon parts (ﬂat-edge and step-edge),
a silicon aperture plate, a glass palletizing plate and a bonding plate.
Flat-edge and step-edge silicon parts were respectively fabricated by mechanical dicing from two 4-inch thermally oxidized silicon wafers with thickness of
330μm. Before dicing, both wafers were sputter deposited with a layer of TiW/Au
(50Å/1000Å) on a single side, and the wafer for step-edge parts underwent an extra
three-step process: (1) photoresist AZ4620 was spincoated and lithographically patterned (see Appendix for the recipe) to cover an array of 590μm squares on the side
without Au; (2) exposed silicon oxide was stripped in a buﬀered oxide etchant (BOE)
with an etching rate of ∼600Å/min; (3) exposed silicon was etched for 60 minutes by
deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) to form ∼190μm deep trenches. Then the silicon
wafers were mechanically diced into 790μm square parts (Figure 5.2). Diced parts
were subsequently cleaned in acetone, isopropanol (IPA), and de-ionized (DI) water
in a sonicator, and then collected onto a piece of ﬁlter paper and baked dry on a
100◦ C hotplate for 5 minutes. Finally bulk parts were soaked in a 1mmol alkanethiol
CH3 (CH2 )11 SH solution (solvent is ethanol) overnight for a self-assembled monolayer
(SAM) to selectively cover the Au surfaces. The results of water contact angle measurement using a FTA200 system (First Ten Angstroms Inc.) indicated: the thiolated
Au surface was hydrophobic with a ∼106◦ contact angle, while the other part faces
with native and thermal oxide (the edges have native oxide) remained hydrophilic
with contact angles of ∼35◦ and ∼45◦ , respectively (Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.2: Optical images of ﬂat-edge and step-edge parts: (a) top, bottom and side
views of ﬂat-edge parts (790μm × 790μm × 330μm); (b) top and bottom views of
step-edge parts (base dimension is 790μm × 790μm × 140μm, and top dimension is
590μm × 590μm × 190μm.

Figure 5.3: Microscope images of water droplets with diﬀerent contact angles on
diﬀerent surfaces: (a) native oxide (35◦ ±3◦ ); (b) thermal oxide (45◦ ±3◦ ); (c) thiolated
Au (106◦ ± 3◦ ); (d) glass (35◦ ± 3◦ ). Note: diced silicon parts have very limited
surface areas for contact angle measurement, thus we used large silicon substrates,
which were of the same type as the substrate used to fabricate the 790μm square
parts, with diﬀerent surface coatings for (a)-(c).
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A 4-inch aperture plate having 1000 apertures was fabricated from a 330μm thick
oxidized silicon wafer by a deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) process. First, photoresist
AZ4620 was deposited and lithographically patterned on the silicon substrate. Second,
a piece of dicing blue tape covered the back side of the substrate, and then the
substrate was soaked in a BOE solution to completely remove exposed thermal oxide.
The oxide on the back side was left to be an etch stop for the following DRIE process.
Third, the substrate underwent a DRIE process for about 110 minutes, and then
soaked in a BOE solution to remove oxide on the backside, thus through-hole apertures
were formed. Finally, photoresist was stripped with acetone, and then the substrate
was cleaned in IPA and DI water.
A glass palletizing plate was coated with patterned thiolated Au. First, a layer
of TiW/Au (50Å/1000Å) was sputter deposited on the glass substrate. Second, photoresist AZ1512 was spincoated and lithographically patterned to expose an array
of 790μm square gold areas. Third, exposed Au and TiW underneath were subsequently etched in an Au etchant (TFA type) and H2 O2 . Finally photoresist AZ1512
was stripped with acetone and the substrate was cleaned in IPA and DI water. The
cleaned substrate was soaked in a 1mmol alkanethiol CH3 (CH2 )11 SH solution for Au
areas to become hydrophobic by adsorbing a SAM, while the exposed glass squares
were used as hydrophilic (Figure 5.3d) receptor sites.
A glass bonding plate was spincoated with AZ4620 and then AZ4620 was
lithographically patterned to cover an array of 790μm square bonding sites. The
photoresist AZ4620 can be reﬂowed at ∼175◦ C [PCH04] for ﬁnal bonding of microcomponents.

5.4

Physical Modeling

Unique face-orienting of micro-components, shown in Figure 5.1e, is a key factor to
achieve correct mounting with electrical interconnections between the substrate and
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Figure 5.4: Microscopic side views of parts attached to receptor sites (the neighboring receptor sites are left unoccupied for comparison): (a) a ﬂat-edge part standing
vertically with its hydrophilic face to the right; (b) a step-edge part tilted with water
gathering at the part’s lower edge.
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Figure 5.5: Schematic views of a vertically standing square part on a receptor site:
(a) before steam condensation; (b) a zoom-in view of the circled area in (a); (c)
after steam condensation (water condensate favors the hydrophilic part surface); (d)
a zoom-in view of the circled area in (c).

the components. Microscopic views of a ﬂat-edge silicon part and a step-edge silicon
part respectively attached to two receptor sites by water droplets are shown in Figure 5.4. The required conditions to lay down the ﬂat-edge and step-edge parts with
unique face-orienting are respectively evaluated with the following two approximate
physical models.

5.4.1 Flat-Edge Parts
In Figure 5.4a, a ﬂat-edge silicon part stands vertically with a signiﬁcantly larger
water meniscus on its right hydrophilic oxide face than its left hydrophobic Au face.
Considering a part rotating about its lower right edge (shown in Figure 5.5), in total,
there are three torques on the part: a clockwise (driving) capillary torque τcr on the
right face, a counterclockwise (restraining) capillary torque on the three left bottom
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edges τcl , and a counterclockwise (restraining) gravitational torque τg . For simplicity,
we consider the following situation: the part is rotating about its lower right edge
for a very small angle α and all the water left to the axis edge enters the small gap
underneath the part as shown in Figure 5.5d, which brings about a maximum possible
restraining capillary torque. In the following calculations, we assume the same contact
angle θc on all wetting surfaces.
According to the deﬁnition of a torque τ :
τ = |τ | = |r × F| = |r||F| sin θ

(5.1)

where F and r are respectively a force vector and its moment arm vector, θ is the
intersection angle between F and r. The gravitational and driving capillary torques
can be respectively denoted by:
τg = ρa2 tgt/2 = ρa2 gt2 /2

(5.2)

τcr = σahw sin θc

(5.3)

and

where σ is water surface tension; a, t and ρ are respectively width (or length), thickness
and mass density of the part; hw is the wetting line height on the right face; and g is
the gravitational constant.
The capillary torque τcl consists of three components respectively along three
edges. The component along the edge parallel to the axis is given by:
τcl1 = σat sin θc

(5.4)

To calculate the other two identical torque components respectively along the front
and back lower edges which are perpendicular to the axis, we have to integrate over
the thickness of the part t:

τcl2 =
0

t

σx sin θc dx = σt2 sin θc /2

(5.5)
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Therefore, the counterclockwise capillary torque is represented by:
τcl = σt sin θc (a + t)

(5.6)

The following condition must be satisﬁed for the part to start rotating:
τcr > τcl + τg

(5.7)

By combining Equations (5.2)-(5.7), we can calculate and obtain the minimum hw :

ρa2 tg + 2σt sin θc 
hw = 1 +
t
2σa sin θc

(5.8)

To evaluate the minimum hw for our fabricated ﬂat-edge silicon parts, we plug the
following values into Equation (5.8): ρ=2.23g/cm3 , a=790μm, t=330μm, g=9.8N/kg,
σ=72dyne/cm, θc =45◦ . The minimum hw is about 486μm, which is greater than the
value ∼290μm in Figure 5.4(a). To raise the wetting level, we introduced steam
condensation on the part surfaces (details in Section 5.5.3).
As the part starts to rotate, the rotating continues because (1) the initially counterclockwise gravitational torque becomes less and less, and then clockwise when the
center of mass goes across the axis; (2) the capillary torques τcr and τcl respectively
become greater and less with an assumption of constant water volumes: as α increases,
the wetting areas on the right face and bottom edge face of the part becomes greater
and less, respectively, and the capillary torques are proportional to the wetting areas
when the contact angle θc is assumed to be constant.
5.4.2 Step-Edge Parts
A step-edge part consisting of two segments, respectively called “base segment” and
“top segment”(the base segment is larger), stands on a receptor site in a leaning
pose (edges of both segments in contact with the receptor site) rather than a vertical
pose (only the edge of the base segment in contact with the receptor site) with an
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Figure 5.6: Schematic views of mounting of a step-edge part: (a) a receptor site
covered with a water droplet; (b) a step-edge part in a near-vertical state; (c) a
zoom-in view of the lower right corner of the part wetted by water.
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appropriate design, which can be derived from the following approximate physical
modeling. The dimension labels a1 , a2 , t1 , t2 and ws are shown in Figure 5.6b-c.
Similar to the modeling of a ﬂat-edge part, we consider a simple situation shown
in Figure 5.6b-c: the part is rotating for a very small angle β about the lower right
edge of the base segment, and there are three torques: a clockwise (driving) capillary


torque τcr along the right lower edges, a counterclockwise (restraining) capillary torque




τcl along the left lower edges, and a gravitational torque τg .
By using the formula of the center of mass (COM) position for a composite object:
xcom =

x1 m 1 + x2 m 2
m1 + m2

(5.9)

where xi and mi are respectively COM position and mass of an individual component
of the object, we can calculate the COM position of the step-edge part (the coordinate
origin is chosen at the segment interface, and the positive axis perpendicular to the
segment interface points towards the top smaller segment):
xsep
com =

a22 t22 − a21 t21
2(a22 t2 + a21 t1 )

(5.10)

The COM will be at the segment interface when the following relation is satisﬁed:
a1 t1 = a2 t2

(5.11)

Our part design shown in Figure 5.2b is according to Equation (5.11), thus the grav

itational torque τg is zero when the part starts to rotate.




Now we calculate the other two capillary torques τcl and τcr . The situation of
wetting along the three lower edges left to the axis is the same as the ﬂat-edge part,
therefore we can write the following expression according to Equation (5.6):


τcl = σt1 sin θc (a1 + t1 )

(5.12)

By comparing two neighboring receptor sites in Figure 5.4b, we can ﬁnd: a water
droplet covers 100% of the unoccupied receptor site, and an attached step-edge part
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causes the water droplet to shrink its base and wet only the area directly below the
step edge. For simplicity, we assume (1) wetting along the lower edges of the top
segment as schematically shown in Figure 5.6c, (2) minimum wetting areas (i.e. the
moment arm length is calculated from the axis to the part edge) and the same contact
angle θc on all three vertical faces of the top segment. The torque component along
the right lower edge of the top segment can be expressed as:




τcr1 = σa2



t2
ws2 + t22 sin tan−1 ( ) + θc
ws

(5.13)

The other two identical torque components respectively along the front and back
lower edges (perpendicular to the axis) of the top segment should be integrated over
the thickness t2 :




τcr2 =

0

t2

σx cos θc dx = σt22 cos θc /2

(5.14)

The driving capillary torque is the sum of the above three components:


τcr = σa2





t2
ws2 + t22 sin tan−1 ( ) + θc + σt22 cos θc
ws

(5.15)

The following relation must be satisﬁed for the step-edge part to start rotating
from its vertical state.



τcl
<1

τcr

(5.16)

By calculating with the following values: σ = 72dyne/cm, θc = 45◦ , a1 = 790μm,
a2 = 590μm, t1 = 140μm, t2 = 190μm and ws = 100μm, we can get the ratio of these
two torques:



τcl
≈ 0.67 < 1

τcr

(5.17)

Equation (5.17) explicitly indicates that such a step-edge part can not stand steadily
in a vertical pose due to the unbalanced capillary torques. The steady state for the
part is resting on its step edge in a leaning pose.
To lay down such leaning parts, we can apply a pressing plate on the top edges
and parallel to the substrate (Figure 5.7). The pressing applies a torque on the titled
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Figure 5.7: A schematic graph for a pressing plate to lay down a tilted step-edge part:
the projection of point A on the substrate, denoted as A , must be to the right of the
point C.

part, but the rotation direction depends on the projection of the contact point A on
the substrate, denoted as A : the part stays in the leaning pose if A is between B
and C; the part is laid down if A is located to the right of C. For our part design,
A is about 30μm to the right of C.

5.5

Experimental Implementation

We accomplished parallel mounting of micro-components on a substrate with three
major steps: positioning, orienting and bonding of micro-components, i.e., bulk microcomponents were ﬁrst distributed to an array of receptor sites, and then uniquely faceoriented, and ﬁnally permanently bonded to a bonding substrate. We demonstrate a
complete assembly process for the ﬂat-edge parts in Sections 5.5.1-4. The step-edge
parts share all the assembly steps with the ﬂat-edge parts except the intermediate
orienting step in Section 5.5.3, and Section 5.5.5 presents the special orienting step
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Figure 5.8: Experimental setup for parts falling into apertures: (a) an optical image
of a modiﬁed subwoofer diaphragm with a 4-inch aluminum platform mounted at the
center; (b) schematic view of plates mounted on the vibrating aluminum platform,
where parts tumble randomly until falling into apertures.

for the step-edge parts.
5.5.1

Positioning with One-to-one Registration

Bulk parts were distributed by vibration into an array of apertures. The experimental
setup is shown in Figure 5.8. The vibrating stage was a 4-inch aluminum plate glued
to the center of the diaphragm of a Samson resolv 120a active subwoofer (Samson
Technologies Corp., NY), and the subwoofer was driven by AC voltage signals from a
function generator. The plates with 1000 apertures were mounted on the aluminum
stage. When the vibrating stage was turned on, a paper funnel carrying about 3000
bulk parts was scanned across the aperture plate to dispense parts, thus parts were
uniformly fed. On the vibrating aperture plate, parts tumbled randomly until falling
into the apertures. Due to geometric constraints shown in Figure 5.9, one aperture adopted exactly one part, and the part stood vertically with a 790μm×330μm
footprint. The vibration amplitude was controlled to be less than 500μm so that
the trapped parts stayed in place and other free parts kept tumbling randomly until
being trapped: the frequency and peak-to-peak amplitude of the sinusoidal driving
voltage were respectively 50Hz and 120mV, and the volume of the subwoofer was set
at level 5. Finally, redundant parts were easily wiped oﬀ since trapped parts made
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Figure 5.9: Schematic design rule for parts, apertures and receptor sites: (a) a partial
view of the overlapped layouts of the aperture plate and the palletizing plate; (b) a
diagonally wedged part can be avoided when the aperture length La is greater than
the diagonal of the part Lp . We use: Lp = 790μm, Hp = 330μm, La = 1130μm,
Wa = 400μm, Ha = 330μm, Δ = 210μm and the height of spacer I (Figure 5.1a)
Hs = 460μm, such that Hs + Ha = Lp .

a ﬂat surface on the aperture plate. We ran the trapping experiment 6 times with
3000 bulk parts, and observed yields ranging from 98.5% to 99.8% in about 2 minutes
(Figure 5.10).
5.5.2 Palletizing
Trapped parts were then transferred to a glass palletizing plate via temporary bonding
by capillary forces. The palletizing plate had an array of hydrophilic receptor sites
and hydrophobic thiolated gold background. A dip coating process left water droplets
on the receptor sites (Figure 5.11a and Figure 5.12a). The part transfer process
is schematically shown in Figure 5.1b-d. The palletizing plate was placed on top
of the aperture plate with two 150μm thick spacers between them, and two plates
were roughly aligned with ∼200μm tolerance for each water droplet to oppose a part
directly. These spacers prevented water droplets from contacting the hydrophilic
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Figure 5.10: Optical images of 790μm square parts falling into apertures vertically:
(a) an aperture plate with 1000 apertures, two apertures are empty (yield = 99.8%);
(b) parts protruding out of the aperture plate when the spacers (Figure 5.1a) were
removed.
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Figure 5.11: Optical images of 790μm square parts transferred to a palletizing pyrex
plate via water droplets: (a) a partial view of an array of 790μm square hydrophilic receptor sites covered with water droplets; (b) parts were transferred to stand vertically
(see Figure 5.1d); (c) water steam condensation was introduced on the palletizing
plate, where steam formed ﬁlm-wise and droplet-wise condensation respectively on
hydrophilic and hydrophobic areas; (d) parts attached to receptor sites horizontally
after steam condensation, with their only hydrophobic Au surface facing outward.
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Figure 5.12: Optical images of vertically mounted 790μm square parts: (a) droplets
wetted only receptor sites with same dimension as the ﬂat edge of parts; (b) parts
vertically attached.
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aperture plate and parts, which must be avoided because water can cause parts to
be stuck in the apertures by capillary forces (signiﬁcantly greater than gravity of the
790μm square part). When the stack of plates was ﬂipped over, parts slid down and
stood vertically on the receptor sites (Figure 5.11b and Figure 5.12b), i.e. parts have
been vertically assembled.
5.5.3 Wet Horizontal Mounting with Unique Face Orientations
To assemble parts horizontally with 790μm×790μm footprints, we introduced water
steam to condense on the surfaces (droplet-wise and ﬁlm-wise condensation respectively on hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces, see Figure 5.11c), thus the receptor
sites gained more water. Since water condensate favored the hydrophilic oxide face of
each part and the hydrophilic receptor sites, water wetting lines on the hydrophilic
part faces were higher than those on the hydrophobic part faces. This height diﬀerence
brought about a capillary torque on each part. The longer the steam condensation
time, the greater the height diﬀerence and the greater the capillary torque. When the
capillary torques were greater than reversely directed gravitational torques on parts,
net torques drove parts to rotate to face the receptor sites with their hydrophilic oxide faces (Figure 5.11d). A slight agitation on the palletizing plate caused parts to
rotate with less water condensate because vibration brought about additional torques
to overcome gravitational torques. Finally excess water was evaporated by heating
at about 70◦ C and parts self-aligned with high precision to minimize interfacial energies. The less water remained underneath the parts, the more accurate the alignment
became.
5.5.4 Permanent Bonding
Finally parts were permanently bonded to a glass bonding plate with patterned
AZ4620 squares (Figure 5.13a). When the bonding plate was in contact and aligned
with the palletizing plate, parts were bonded by reﬂowed AZ4620. High surface
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Figure 5.13: Permanent bonding of 790μm square parts: (a) an array of bonding sites
covered with photoresist AZ4620; (b) parts bonded by the reﬂowed AZ4620 after one
batch transfer (Figure 5.1f); (c) parts bonded by reﬂowed AZ4620 after 2nd batch
transfer.

coverage ratio of 12 L2P /(LP + Δ)2 = 31% was achieved by a single batch transfer (Figure 5.13b). By using the same plates (aperture, palletizing and bonding plates), and
oﬀsetting the alignment between the palletizing plate and the bonding plate by a row
or column (LP + Δ), a 2nd batch transfer increased this ratio to 62% (Figure 5.13c).
Melting solder is another option for the permanent mechanical bonding together with
electrical connections (Figure 5.14), and we demonstrated this with low melting point
solder (LMA-117 with a melting point of ∼47◦ C; Small Parts, FL).
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Figure 5.14: Optical images of parts bonded with melting solder: (a) an array of
790μm square Au bonding sites on a glass substrate; (b) melting solder left on the
Au bonding sites by a dip coating process; (c) parts bonded by the solder.
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Figure 5.15: Optical images of horizontal mounting of 790μm square step-edge parts:
(a) droplets wetting only hydrophilic receptor sites; (b) parts were attached to receptor
sites via droplets and stayed tilted due to their step edges; (c) titled parts were laid
down on their oxide faces by pressing.

5.5.5

Dry Horizontal Mounting with Unique Face Orientations

Steam environment should be avoided for micro-components with exposed microstructures such as cantilever beams because water residue can immobilize or even damage
such fragile structures due to its surface tension force. To avoid the wet face-orienting
by steam condensation in Section 5.5.3, we demonstrated a dry face-orienting process
with the 790μm square step-edge parts (Figure 5.15): (1) the parts were attached
to droplets on the receptor sites by the same method as that for the ﬂat-edge parts
and they stayed titled due to their step edges (detailed discussion in Section 5.4.2);
(2) a pressing plate laid down all the parts (the pressing plate was introduced approximately parallel to the palletizing substrate); (3) all parts self-aligned with the
receptor sites to achieve interfacial energy minimization.
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5.6

Discussions

5.6.1 Part Feeding into Apertures
Successful feeding of parts into apertures required proper vibrating of the aperture
plate. Provided a constant driving voltage, the vibrating amplitude of the subwoofer
diaphragm changed with the driving frequency: we ran the vibrating stage at 50Hz to
achieve proper capturing of parts; lower frequencies such as 30Hz and 20Hz could vibrate the captured parts out of apertures; at higher frequencies, parts kept horizontal
poses due to smaller vibrating amplitude and therefore had no chances to slide into
the narrow apertures. Literature [SBK95] also reported several vibrating strategies
to orient agitated parts including vertical standing.
Vibratory part feeding requires protection for fragile structures on microelectromechanical components to avoid sliding (possibly devastating) contact with apertures.
Such protection can be provided by a solid frame around these fragile structures, e.g.
microstructures constructed by bulk silicon etching processes.

5.6.2 Surface Hydrophobicity or Hydrophilicity
In the above demonstrated assembly process, both the palletizing and wet faceorienting steps require signiﬁcant contrast of water wettability for diﬀerent surface
areas and diﬀerent part faces. Especially for the wet face-orienting step to lay down
vertically standing parts, the greater wettability contrast between the hydrophobic and hydrophilic part faces, the easier to accomplish this process step. Literature [KSK+ 97] showed that water contact angles on a silicon oxide surface increased
with time, ranging from 5◦ to 75◦ , which indicates silicon parts with fresh silicon oxide
are favorable for our demonstrated assembly process.
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Figure 5.16: Fine alignment for vertically standing parts by gravity: (a) schematic
experiment setup; (b) an optical image of well aligned parts in the apertures.

5.6.3

Fine Alignment for Vertically Standing Parts

In case that vertically standing parts are transferred to receptor sites without droplets,
i.e., no capillary forces drive the ﬁnal high precision alignment, gravity driven ﬁne
alignment can be used before the transfer (Figure 5.16): when the aperture plate is
tilted and slightly agitated, all the trapped parts reach their lowest accessible heights
inside their aperture by minimizing potential energies. After the spacers are removed,
parts are protruding as shown in Figure 5.10b and ready for transfer.

5.6.4

Diﬀerent Types of Liquid Droplets on Receptor Sites

The evaporation rate of a liquid droplet, deﬁned as lost volume per unit time (dV /dt),
is approximately proportional to the exposed surface area S, which can be expressed
with the following equation.
dV
= k1 S
dt

(5.18)

where k1 is a constant. For a droplet with a circular base (radius = r) on a substrate,
its exposed surface area S and volume V are respectively proportional to r2 and r3 .
Therefore, Equation (5.18) can be rewritten as:
dV
= k2 V 2/3
dt

(5.19)
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or
dt = k2−1 V −2/3 dV

(5.20)

By integrating both sides of Equation (5.20), we can obtain the total time T to
evaporate a whole droplet with initial volume V0 and base radius r0 :
T = 3k2−1 V0

1/3

= k3 r0

(5.21)

where k2 and k3 are constants. Equation (5.21) indicates a proportional relationship
between total evaporation time T and initial base radius r0 of the droplet. We observed that a water droplet on a 790μm square glass receptor site disappeared in about
2 minutes under a normal lab environment and at room temperature. Air temperature
and humidity also aﬀect evaporation with warm, dry air increasing evaporation and
cold moist air decreasing the rate. For smaller parts, humidity and air temperature
should be well controlled to achieve the complete assembly process.
Without requiring good control of humidity or air temperature, involatile liquid
can be used for assembly of the step-edge parts. According to Equation (5.12) and
5.15, the ratio of capillary torques in Equation (5.17), the only determinant factor for
a step-edge part to stand in a leaning pose, is independent of the surface tension of
the liquid droplet. An acrylate-based liquid was tested for transferring of step-edge
parts to a palletizing plate, and all the parts stayed leaning after attaching to the
receptor sites. Finally, they were laid down by a pressing plate to be horizontally
assembled.
5.7

Conclusions

We have demonstrated a parallel micro-assembly process based on both shape recognition and capillary-driven self-assembly in an air environment, which assembled parts
in a vertical or horizontal mode to densely packed receptor sites with a defect rate of
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∼1%. The vertical mode is useful, e.g., for edge-emitting or vertical cavity surfaceemitting laser (VCSEL) components, laser beam routing, or RF MEMS components.
The horizontal mode can be applied to assembly of LED displays, RFID chips, and
other types of ﬂat micro-components. Additionally, the multi-batch assembly capability of this assembly process enables packaging single or multiple types of microcomponents with high surface coverage ratios on a single substrate.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION
6.1

Results Summary

Aiming for rapid and massively parallel packaging of micro-scale device components,
we have focused our research on developing and optimizing self-assembly techniques
to satisfy diﬀerent manufacturing requirements of various types of micro-components.
Chapter 3 introduces a capillary-driven self-organizing parallel assembly (C-SPASS)
process which proceeds in an air environment. This assembly process relies on interfacial energy minimization to achieve highly accurate placement of ﬂat microcomponents onto an array of hydrophilic receptor sites on a hydrophobic substrate: a
simple dip coating process can leave liquid droplets only on hydrophilic receptor sites,
and micro-components self align to the receptor sites, the minimum interfacial energy
state, as soon as they contact the droplets. The alignment time depends on several
factors such as surface tension of the liquid, mass of the component, translational and
rotation oﬀsets from the aligned state. For a millimeter or sub-millimeter scale ﬂat
component, the capillary alignment is usually a sub-second process. The C-SPASS
process was demonstrated with assembly of PZT actuators for diﬀuser valve micro
ﬂuidic pumps (an acrylate-based adhesive was used to establish permanent bonding
when it was heated), and showed many advantages over conventional mounting methods using highly viscous silver epoxy: (1) a parallel assembly process; (2) much higher
alignment accuracy; (3) controlled adhesive thickness; (4) PZT actuators assembled
ﬂat on top of pump diaphragms; (5) lower process temperature (80◦ C vs. 200◦ C); (6)
much higher process repeatability.
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Chapter 4 presents a semi dry uniquely orienting self-organizing parallel assembly
(semi DUO-SPASS) process and a DUO-SPASS process. Both assembly processes can
achieve unique face and in-plane orientations of ﬂat micro-components with arbitrary
shapes. The semi DUO-SPASS process is designed for ﬂat micro-components
having a circular peg located oﬀset from the center of mass on one face and a unique
hydrophobic face opposite to the peg face, and it contains two wet steps followed by
two dry steps: (1) bulk parts are uniquely face-oriented on an agitated water surface
where they can only ﬂoat with their unique hydrophobic faces in the air; (2) ﬂoating
parts are picked up by a hydrophobic carrier wafer (parts attach to the carrier wafer by
their ﬂat hydrophobic faces) and transferred to an alignment template patterned with
an array of receptor sites having a circular holes, and the pegs touch the alignment
template; (3) parts are driven to move by centrifugal forces from orbital shaking, and
then anchored to receptor sites as their pegs fall into holes; (4) the alignment template
is tilted in a certain orientation so that redundant parts slide away from the alignment
template and anchored parts self-align with receptor sites by rotating about their pegs
to minimize their potential energies. An optional capillary-driven alignment step can
greatly reduce misalignment of the dry alignment by gravitational forces: steam is
introduced to condense on the exposed surfaces, and then water condensate enters
the gaps underneath parts so that the part/template interfaces are lubricated and
parts self-align to the patterned hydrophilic receptor sites with higher accuracy due
to interfacial energy minimization. The semi DUO-SPASS process was demonstrated
with assembly of 2mm square dummy silicon parts on an alignment template having
168 receptor sites, and an assembly yield of ∼99% was achieved within around 5 minutes. The DUO-SPASS process is mainly based on two-stage shape recognition:
two types of pegs on each part respectively and subsequently mate with two types of
recessed features on each receptor site. One peg is of a cross shape (called XP), and
the other one is circular (called CP) and higher than XP. The dry assembly process is
achieved with the following steps: (1) bulk parts are agitated by orbital shaking on a
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ﬂat substrate, and they tend to rest on their ﬂat faces to gain higher motion stability,
i.e., their pegs point upwards and they are uniquely face-oriented; (2) these parts are
transferred to an alignment template having an array of receptor sites by a method
similar to ﬂipping over a sandwich, and pegs touch the template; (3) centrifugal forces,
from orbital shaking with a lower shaking speed than step 1, drive the parts to move
randomly without ﬂipping until they are anchored by their taller CPs’ falling into
circular holes, i.e., 1st shape recognition is completed; (4) centrifugal forces introduce
torques on the anchored parts (the CP is located oﬀset from the center of mass) to
rotate them until their XPs ﬁt into the cross trenches, and thus 2nd shape recognition
is accomplished. The alignment accuracy is determined by the clearance between a
XP and its counterpart cross trench. The DUO-SPASS process was demonstrated
with assembly of 1mm square dummy silicon parts and assembly yields of ∼98% were
achieved on two alignment templates respectively having 391 and 720 receptor sites.
The alignment accuracy is 20μm. Due to its dry nature, the DUO-SPASS process will
not introduce sticking eﬀects for MEMS components having ﬂexible microstructures
as a wet assembly process will.
Chapter 5 describes a vertical/horizontal self-organizing parallel assembly (VHSPASS) process. This assembly process, based on shape recognition and capillary
forces, is achieved with the following steps: (1) agitated bulk parts fall into apertures
in a ﬂat substrate, and each aperture traps exactly one vertically standing part due
to the geometrical constraints; (2) trapped parts are transferred onto water covered
hydrophilic receptor sites due to capillary forces, and parts keep their standing poses,
i.e., parts are vertically assembled; (3) parts are laid down by adding more water to
exposed surfaces through steam condensation (two large vertical faces are respectively
hydrophilic and hydrophobic), because hydrophilic surfaces gain more water than
hydrophobic surfaces, and such a diﬀerence introduce an extra capillary torque on a
standing part. The process was demonstrated with assembly of 790μm square silicon
parts, and assembly results showed ∼1% defect rates for 1000 receptor sites on a 4
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substrate.

6.2

Research Outlook

Self-assembly techniques enable rapid and parallel construction processes for MEMS
devices. With appropriate driving forces, self-assembly techniques can assemble components ranging from sub-microns to millimeters or larger scales, while conventional
robotic pick-and-place assembly methods can only handle components larger than
about 500μm due to sticking eﬀects between grippers and components. The following research directions are worthy of eﬀorts to further extend the capabilities of
self-assembly techniques.
Three-dimensional self-assembly methods will most likely play a key role in building MEMS devices with more complicated architectures. Most of the currently available self-assembly techniques mount micro-components on a substrate surface, i.e.,
a 2-dimensional assembly process. To achieve multiple functions or stand-alone applications, a MEMS device can be integrated with a variety of components such
as MEMS sensing units, MEMS actuating units, or CMOS signal processing units.
Three-dimensional assembly enables dense packaging of these components, which can
greatly reduce environmental disturbances and signal transmission losses among different functional units.
Assembly programmability will greatly widen the application range of self-assembly
techniques and enable construction of more versatile MEMS devices.

This pro-

grammability can indicate several situations such as: (1) integration of diﬀerent types
of components by multiple batches of self-assembly; (2) self-assembly of same types
of components into various patterns in diﬀerent batches; (3) selective disassembly
of some components by breaking up their bonds to receptor sites; (4) assembly of
multiple components in appropriate sequences to form three-dimensional structures.
Assembly process automation enables running the self-assembly process contin-
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uously to improve assembly throughput. To automate a self-assembly system, one
needs to take the following factors into account: parts feeding, parts sorting, redundant parts recycling, assembly defect recognition and remedy.
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Appendix A
PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY RECIPES
Note: All the following recipes are for transparency masks used in our experiments.
Transparency masks adsorb more UV light energy than glass masks.
A.1

Positive Photoresist: AZ1512

1. Wafer cleaning: soak in a NanoStrip solution for 5min, and then rinse in
ﬂowing DI water for 3min, and spin dry at 1200rpm for 5min.
2. Singe the wafer on a 90◦ C hotplate for 1min.
3. Set a spin-coating recipe: spread photoresist across the wafer at a speed of
500rpm for 5sec, and then thin the ﬁlm at a speed of 3000rpm for 30sec.
4. Spin-coat adhesion primer P20.
5. Spin-coat AZ1512.
6. Pre-bake AZ1512 on a 90◦ C hotplate for 3min.
7. Expose AZ1521 through a mask to 10mW/cm2 UV light for 8sec.
8. Develop in developer AZ351:H2O=1:4 or AZ300MIF for 25sec.
9. Rinse in ﬂowing DI water for 1min.
10. Spin dry at 1200rpm for 5min.
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11. Hardbake on a 90◦ C hotplate for 5min. (This step provides higher quality
etching masks, and it should be skipped for lift-oﬀ patterning processes.)
Patterned AZ1512, ∼1.2μm in thickness, can be used for (1) masks for BOE
etching of silicon oxide; (2) masks for wet chemical etching of thin metal ﬁlms such as
Cr, Al, Cu, Au and TiW; (3) masks for reactive ion etching of silicon oxide and silicon
nitride thin ﬁlm; (4) sacriﬁcial layers for thin ﬁlm metal lift-oﬀ patterning processes.
A.2

Positive Photoresist: AZ4620

1. Wafer cleaning: soak in a NanoStrip solution for 5min, and then rinse in
ﬂowing DI water for 3min, and spin dry at 1200rpm for 5min.
2. Singe the wafer on a 110◦ C hotplate for 1min.
3. Set a spin-coating recipe: spread photoresist across the wafer at a speed of
500rpm for 8sec, and then thin the ﬁlm at a speed of 1500rpm for 40sec.
4. Spin-coat adhesion primer P20.
5. Spin-coat AZ4620.
6. Pre-bake AZ4620 on a 70◦ C hotplate for 5min, and then 100◦ C for 5min.
7. Expose AZ4620 through a mask to 10mW/cm2 UV light for 30sec (expose for
15sec, then rest for 20sec to dissipate heat introduced by UV light, and expose
for another 15sec).
8. Develop in developer AZ400K:H2O=1:2 for 2min.
9. Rinse in ﬂowing DI water for 1min.
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10. Spin dry at 1200rpm for 5min.
11. Hardbake on a 110◦ C hotplate for 5min.
Patterned AZ4620, ∼10μm thicker than AZ1512, is usually used as masks for deep
reactive ion etching of silicon.
A.3

Negative Photoresist: single layer SU8-2025

1. Wafer cleaning: soak in a NanoStrip solution for 5min, and then rinse in
ﬂowing DI water for 3min, and spin dry at 1200rpm for 5min.
2. Singe the wafer on a 200◦ C hotplate for 5min.
3. Set a spin-coating recipe: spread photoresist across the wafer at a speed of
500rpm for 8sec, and then thin the ﬁlm at a speed of 2000rpm for 30sec.
4. Spin-coat SU8-2025.
5. Pre-bake SU8-2025 on a 65◦ C hotplate for 5min, and then 95◦ C for 20min.
6. Cool down for 2min.
7. Expose SU8-2025 through a mask to 17mW/cm2 UV light for 30sec (expose for
15sec, then rest for 20sec to dissipate heat introduced by UV light, and expose
for another 15sec).
8. Post exposure bake on a 65◦ C hotplate for 2min, and then 95◦ C for 6min.
9. Relaxation for 5min.
10. Develop in SU8 developer for 5min.
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11. Rinse in IPA for 1min.
12. Blow dry with N2 .
13. Hardbake on a 180◦ C hotplate for 30min.
Patterned SU8-2025 has a thickness of ∼42μm.
A.4

Negative Photoresist: double layer SU8-2025

1. Wafer cleaning: soak in a NanoStrip solution for 5min, and then rinse in
ﬂowing DI water for 3min, and spin dry at 1200rpm for 5min.
2. Singe the wafer on a 200◦ C hotplate for 5min.
3. Set a spin-coating recipe: spread photoresist across the wafer at a speed of
500rpm for 8sec, and then thin the ﬁlm at a speed of 2000rpm for 30sec.
4. Spin-coat SU8-2025.
5. Pre-bake SU8-2025 on a 65◦ C hotplate for 5min, and then 95◦ C for 20min.
6. Cool down for 2min.
7. Expose SU8-2025 through a mask to 17mW/cm2 UV light for 30sec (expose for
15sec, then rest for 20sec to dissipate heat introduced by UV light, and expose
for another 15sec).
8. Post exposure bake on a 65◦ C hotplate for 2min, and then 95◦ C for 6min.
9. Relaxation for 5min.
10. Spin-coat 2nd layer SU8-2025 with a thinning speed of 1500rpm for 30sec.
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11. Pre-bake on a 65◦ C hotplate for 5min, and then 95◦ C for 20min.
12. Cool down for 2min.
13. Expose through a mask to 17mW/cm2 UV light for 60sec (with a 20sec break
after each 15sec exposure to dissipate heat).
14. Post exposure bake on a 65◦ C hotplate for 5min, and then 95◦ C for 10min.
15. Relaxation for 5min.
16. Develop in SU8 developer for 10min.
17. Rinse in IPA for 2min.
18. Blow dry with N2 .
19. Hardbake on a 180◦ C hotplate for 30min.
The lower and upper layers of SU8-2025 are respectively 42μm and 70μm in thickness.
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Appendix B
DEEP REACTIVE ION ETCHING
Deep reactive ion etching processes were carried out on an Oxford Instruments
DRIE Etcher (Model ICP 380) with a standard Bosch recipe:
The experimental parameters for the Bosch process were recorded as follows:
• Initial cool down the wafer to the table temperature 15◦ C for 5min.
• An etching step: time = 7sec, SF6 ﬂow rate = 100sccm, DC bias = 144V.
• A deposition step: time = 5sec, C4 F8 ﬂow rate = 100sccm, DC bias = 74V.
• Chamber pressure = 20mTorr, RF forward power = 25W, ICP forward power
= 1500W, helium pressure = 7Torr.
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